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library of songs and short-term songs.  
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link as" (on a Windows computer) or “Download Linked File As” (on an Apple computer).  
You can search the downloaded file using a search window. You can also download the 
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Index of Songs — Raging Grannies of Madison — October 24, 2017 

Short-term Songs 
ST 1 - Getting to Know You (2-13-2017) 

Songs focused on Walker and Obama have been removed from the list below and 
archived. 

Library of Songs 
1.  Raging Grannies Theme Song  (Doo Dah) 
3.  American Health Care System 
4.  Wasteful Military Spending  (see also “Rounds” p. 32) 
5.  Uncle Richie’s SUV 
6.  Turkey in the Rain (1-12-2015) 
7.  This Old Gray Granny (5-26-2011) 
8. Take Me Out of the War Game (9-25-2017) 
9.   Raging Grannies are Conspiring (2-13-2013) 
10.  Recruiters Lie 
11.  Love and Marriage 
12. Goodbye Wall Street 
12A Hello, Wall Street (10-27-2011) 
13.  Follow the Money (5-2017) 
14.  Foreclosure 
15.  For Every Sexuality (When Gay Pride Comes to Town) (2-23-2012) 
16.  Dump, Dump, Dump 
17.  End the Madness Now (4-26-2012) 
18.  Conservation's Too Slow (March 2015) 
18A  Conservation (outdated Wisconsin version (9-27-2011) 
19.  Gaggle of Grannies (Side by Side) 
20.  Standin’ In the Need Of Single Payer (7-13-2015) 
21.  Bring Back My Planet (7-30-2016) 
22.  Immigrants Rights (9-23-2017) 
23.  When We Make Peace (includes verse in Spanish) (10-12-2011) 
24.  The Bear Went Over the Landfill (4-28-2011) 
25.  Anti-Nuke Environmentalists (5 verses) (3-13-2013) 
26.  Radical Environmentalists (5-2017) 



27.  The Granny Peace Brigade 
28.  Housing Song (6-23-2011) 
29.  Let Me Sell Guns 
30.  Oh Dear!  Where Does Our Money Go? (4-22-2015) 
31.  Your Tax Dollars  (Oh Where, Oh Where have your tax dollars gone?) 
32.  Rounds — Are You Sleeping, No Nuclear Stockpiles, Wasteful Military  
       Spending, Single Payer (2-8-2012) 
33.  Single Payer Teachers  (a.k.a. Single Payer Schooling) 
34.  Health Care For All (6-7-2011) 
35.  The Vote Song  (If you can’t be bothered voting, think again.) (1-28-2017) 
36.  When He Was a Lad  (gay or straight, you're my kind of guy) 
37.  When Water Rights are Private & Forget Bottled Water (9-6-2016) 
38.  The Best Democracy Money Can Buy 
39.  Why Doesn’t My Vote  (Corporations Votes??) 
40.  Rage to End All War (9-25-2017) 
41.  I’ve Always Paid my Taxes (11-17-2012) 
42.  All-Purpose Generic Granny Protest Song (7-2015) 
43.  Where Have all the Good Jobs Gone? (7-13-2011) 
44.  We Need Good Jobs (10-5-2012) 
45.  Corporations are Persons Now (9-1-2011) 
46.  Arizona, Arizona (5-2010) 
47.  Friggin’ Drillin’ Rigs (same tune & issues as #99 & #99B) 
48.  World Heat (2010) 
49.  Bicycle Song (5-26-2011) 
50.  Estamos Trabajando (3-13-2013) 
51.  There’s No Business Like War Business 
52.  Cheap Fuel 
53. Peace for Palestine & Israel  
53A.  Gaza, Gaza, Gaza 
54.  Spill, Baby, Spill 
55.  We Have Just One World (6-13-2016) 
56.  Another Groom (8-23-2012) 
57. Anti-War Chorus Line 
57A AntiGun Chorus Line (5-11-2015) 



58.  Give Us a Beach 
59.  From the Prisons of Guantanamo 
61.  Go Ahead and Die (Pirates of Heath Care-ibean) (9-1-2011) 
69.  This is My Building (4-28-2011) 
70.  Move to Amend (9-27-2012) 
72.  We Shall Not Be Moved (5-11-2011) 
72A We Shall Not Be Moved (Solidarity Version w- Spanish verses) (9-7-2011) 
72B No Nos Moverán  (All Spanish-English translation noted) (1-18-2012) 
73.  Solidarity Forever  (3-30-2011) 
76.  Wisconsin Farm Song (9-6-2016) 
78.  Sentimental Journey (6-7-2011) 
79.  My Gun (7-1-2011) 
80.  This Land is Your Land - Wisconsin 
83.  Privatize (7-11-2012) 
83A  Privatize (Barbara’s version) (9-1-2011) 
84.  Three Five O (9-7-2011) 
85.  Commonsense Sex (9-7-2011) 
86. “Addams Family” Condom Song (1-24-2013) 
87.  We Need Planned Parenthood (3-14-2012) 
90.  Move Your Money (11-8-2011) 
91.  Drones in the Sky (9-6-2016) 
92.  Citizens United Anniversary Song (1-2016) 
94BF. Mining in the Northwoods (9-2013) 
94. Wisconsin’s Beauty (formerly Mining in the Northwoods) (7-30-2016) 
94. Mining in the Northwoods (3-13-2013) 
95. Were You Mad (11-9-2012) 
96. Raging Grannies Go Rolling Along (2-23-2012) 
97. War is Not the Answer (5-28-2012) 
98. Can’t Buy Our Votes (10-10-2012) 
99. Hydrofracturing Sucks! (6-13-2012) 
99B Frac Sand Mining (7-30-2016) 
100.We’re Not Giving Up! (5-23-2013) 
101.Uterus Song & 101A with Wisconsin verse (9-19-2016) 
102.Say No to GMOs (5-23-2013) 



103.Water Song (4-9-2014) 
104.Are You Listening Dems (10-25-2012) 
105.Our Vision (11-12-2014) 
106.Paper Trail Voting (12-12-2012) 
107. In Praise of Title Nine (4-25-2013) 
108. Couldn’t Lay Hands on a Gun (4-10-2013) 
110. Lawmaker, Lawmaker (1-27-2016) 
111. Castle Doctrine Song (6-29-2013)  
111BF. Castle Doctrine Song - BobFest Version (6-29-2013) 
112. Fighting Bob Song (Gather Round)  (7-23-2013) 
114. Granny Song of Solidarity (8-14-2013) 
115. If My Uterus Were a Gun (10-23-2017) 
116. Flush the TPP 
117. Fanaticism, The True Enemy (11-9-2013) 
118. The Sound of Protest (2-12-2014) 
119. Let Every Man 'Neath His Vine and Fig Tree 
119. Let Every Man ‘Neath His Vine and Fig Tree - with Hebrew (11-29-2016) 
120. Our Favorite Things (11-2015) 
121. Picking On the Poor (9-25-2017) 
122. Voting Rights (3-22-2014) 
122. Voting Rights 
122.  Voting Rights - five verses version (5-20-2014) 
123A. How Much Will Those Legislators Cost Me?  G-Tac 
123B.  How Much Will Those Legislators Cost Me? Big Ag (5-8-2017) 
124. No Open-Pit Mine Medley 
125. My Country Has Been Sold (8-27-2014) 
126. A Blue Jeans Revolution (12-21-2014) 
127. Climate Change 
128. When Will We Ever Learn? 
129A & B Two for the Public Schools (1-27-2016) 
130. To Be Sheltered (10-23-2017) 
131. Forward Together (1-9-2017) 
132. Grannies Stand for Peace & Justice 
133. Grannies’ Lullaby 



134. Thanks, Susan B. Anthony (5-25-2016) 
135. The More We Get Together (5-25-2016) 
136. Come to Me, Refugee (9-19-2016) 
137. Homelessness (2-27-2017) 
138. Glaciers Are Melting (6-13-2016) 
139. Hideaway that Feat (6-23-2016) 
140. Breathing (9-6-2016) 
141. Prisons Are Growing (9-6-2016) 
142. I’ve Been Working for a Living (9-19-2016) 
143. American, the Turbulent (12-12-2016) 
144. Let Peace Unfold (1-9-2017) 
145. Peace & Unity (12-12-2016) 
146. Clean Energy-No Pipeline Rounds (12-12-2016) 
147. People or the Pipeline (1-28-2017) 
148. Trump’s Blind Trust (5-8-2017) 
149. Put Your Finger in the Air (5-202017) 
150. Get on Board with Black Lives Matter (10-23–2017) 
151. Lincoln’s Legacy (7-24-2017) 
152. Blame It on the First Amendment (7-24-2017) 
153. Gerrymandering (10-27–2017) 
154. Down at the Polling Place (6-21-2017)



Getting To Know You  - Rodgers and Hammerstein
       Lyrics Carol Tyler

Getting to know you,
Getting to know all about you.
Growing to loathe you,
Guessing that you must loathe me.

Getting to know you,
Putting it our way but sweetly.
You are extremely,
Unsavory.

Getting to know you,
Getting to feel sick and queasy.
As we oppose you,
Getting to to know what to say.
Haven't you noticed,
Suddenly we’re loud and forceful,
Because of all the hateful and new
Things you continue to do
Day by day.

Each of your actions,
Each of your bad appointees
Can’t let this go on,
It will end tragically
Getting to know you, putting it our way,
And loudly,
You lack any scrap of
Human decency

You try to dismantle
Everything we hold dearly
Trying to strangle
The heart of democracy
Now that we’ve watched you
Be sure to know we are angry
And we will fight you, push come to shove
Beware, Grannies are tough
Count your days.

ST 1
February 13, 2017



Raging Grannies Theme Song      Key of A, Start on E  (F will do)
(Tune: Camptown Races) 

We're the Raging Grannies, singing our song, doo dah, doo dah
We're the Raging Grannies, singing our song, all the doo dah day 

Gonna rage and roar, gonna stop all war
We're the Raging Grannies, singing our song, all the doo dah day 

Gonna roar all night, gonna rage all day
Together we'll build a better world; let's make a start today-TODAY! 

1

1
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American Health Care System
Author: Rose DeShaw
Tune: If You'e Happy & You Know It

When someone who is working goes off sick
And they can’t afford a doctor really quick
Then the family does the care
Takes off working to be there
Whamo goes our labour force, down in a tick!
 
If we’re looking for a good economy
Then we need some healthy workers, dontcha see?
We’ll all make bigger bucks
When our health care doesn’t suck
Single payer is the plan for you and me

3

3
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Wasteful Military Spending 
Tune: Frere Jacques

Taxes unending military spending
What a waste! What a waste!
Reinstate some sanity
Turn it to humanity
WORK for peace! VOTE for peace! 

4
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Uncle Richie's SUV
Copyright 2005 Doleta Chapru; Tune:  Beverly Hillbillies

I parked my little auto by the groc-er-y store
Suddenly the sun didn't shine no more
A big black wagon was a blockin' my door
There sat my Uncle Richie in his monster four-by-four. 
     CHORUS
Everybody knows my Uncle Richie's SUV
He cruises it around the town for all the folks to see
His patriotic banner says "America the Free" . . .  
And a sticker in the window reads "Support our Infantry." 
Uncle Richie drives alone inside his five man car
He spends a lot of money but he never travels far
His gasoline consumption from his condo to the store
Would fuel a motorcycle from Vermont to Ecuador. 
Uncle Richie likes to ride high up above the ground
So when he passes others he's the one who's lookin' down
He finds a spot at crossings guaranteed to block the view
Of all the folks in smaller cars awaitin' to get through. 
Uncle Richie got behind a bicycle parade
Of happy youths protesting how the monster cars are made
He honked his horn and shook his fist and plunged into the crowd
While talking on his cell phone with his TV turned up loud. 
If I had the keys to Uncle Richie's SUV,
I'd retrofit the pedals for an Army Amputee.
We'd fill the back with day old bread, hot soup and candy bars
And pass ‘em out to homeless vets a-livin' in their cars                     

5
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Turkey in the Rain
Tune: Turkey in the Straw,  Lyrics by Doleta Chapru

O-oh the multicorporations have a lot of human rights 
They are legal persons, but don't suffer human plights
They can rocket to the moon and steal the gold that’s buried there,
And no one can tell them that it’s just not fair.

Chorus:	 Huge Corporations, rich CEOs
	 	 Running the planet under our nose
	 	 While congress and the president
	 	 Sit on their thumbs
	 	 They just do what they’re ordered
	 	 And the money comes.

O-oh our lives are run by ALEC and the Koch brothers too
Trade can go where labor’s cheapest and the home folks know
That their jobs have left the country, and their lives have gone to pot
But the corporation’s happy living on its yacht.

I-i-f you want a drink of water do not stand out on the plain
With your mouth wide open like a turkey in the rain
Cause you’ll get a bill from Pepsi or the Coca Cola crews
They’ve bought up every drop and you must pay your dues!

Chorus:	 Huge corporations, rich CEOs …

You-u-u may ask yourself, as citizens, “Whatever can we do?”
Corporations are so powerful!  And ruthless too!
We’ll take away their personhood — 
Grannies speak: “That’ll really get their goat!”
And amend the constitution like we did with women’s vote!
Yes!  Amend the constitution like we did with women’s vote!

           6
(revised 1/12/15)

           6
(revised 1/12/15)
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OLD GRAY GRANNY       Key of C, Start on G 
Tune: The Old Gray Mare        Key of A, Start on E
Vicki Ryder — Revised in Madison

TH – I – I – S…OLD gray Granny ain’t what she used to be,
HAD a hysterectomy, NEEDS a colonoscopy, 
But SHE can’t afford to PAY for her care and so…
I GUESS we’ll have to shoot her now.

’Cause WHERE is she supposed to go
WHEN she doesn’t have the dough?
She DARE not get sick without health insurance so…
I GUESS we’ll have to shoot her now.

TH – I – I – S…OLD gray Granny SPLITS all her pills in half.
DRUG companies just laugh: PROFITS are off the graph.
But GRANNY can’t afford to PAY for her pills and so…
I GUESS we’ll have to shoot her now.

TH – I – I – S…OLD gray Granny NOW needs a test or two.
Her BOOB has a lump or two, But WHAT’s she supposed to do?
She CAN’T pay the bill so she’ll JUST have to muddle through
I GUESS we’ll have to shoot her now.

 Paul Ryan thinks he’s got a deal
 Privatize MEDicare — NO DEAL!  (last 2 words spoken/shouted)
 Corporations turn a profit and we’ll be wondering
 Will Granny get health care at all?

Just give your representatives a call
And tell ‘em say no to Paul
THEN --- Old Grey Granny WON’T have to worry ‘cause
We won’t have to shoot her after all!

         7    May 26, 2011
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Take Me Out of the War Game                    
Tune: Take Me Out To The Ballgame 
Revisions and new verse by Rebecca Alwin, Madison Raging Grannies 
  

Take me out of the war game 
Let's all leave in a crowd 
Let's all say we don't want to play 
The price of slaughter is too high to pay 
And we'll root, root, root for life's living 
Greed and killing are shames 
Cause we're one, two, three saying NO 
To the old war game. 

Take me out of the war game 
Let's protest with our friends 
Lots of them he-ere need songs and cheer 
March and keep singing both far and near 
And we'll root, root, root for the people 
And give our sport a new name 
Call it two, three, four billion NO's 
To the old war game 

Join with us in a new game 
Bring your family and friends 
We're all getting started, we're full of heart 
Come and join us, it's time for a start 
And let's root, root, root fo-or justice   
With our banner for pe-eace unfurled 
Let's hear four, five, six billion yells  
For a peaceful world! 

8 
  Sept 25, 2017 



Raging Grannies are Conspiring            Key of C, Start on C
Tune: I’ve Been Working on the Railroad — Laurie Rostholder (Seattle)               
Adapted for 2006 UnConvention by Vicki Ryder (Rochester/SoFlo)

Raging Grannies are conspiring to make folks laugh a lot
Satire is so very frightening, it must be a terrorist plot!
Listen to their conversation—they rage for peace not war,
For dignity and for democracy, hear their voices soar!

Metal in their hips [hand on hips], metal in their knees [hand on knee]
Hiding weapons none can see [tuck hand into apron]
We have found them out, 
Know what they’re all about [scold with finger]
Peace and social justice conspiracy.

Someone’s singing for justice (soft)
Someone’s singing for an end to war (loud)
Someone’s singing and spreadin’ the truth!
Scaring us to the core.

(We’re scared of) Gaggles of grannies singing their songs
Gaggles of Grannies make us quake!
Gaggles of Grannies must be watched!
Our security’s at stake!

Grannies with their hats [hand on hat], a bunch of old bats
Scaring us with what they sing
If they stay in tune, that will spell our doom 
Spreading freedom and democracy.

(We’re Raging) Grannies singing for justice
Grannies singing for an end to war
Grannies singing and spreadin’ the truth ... [right hand spread out]
World peace forevermore! [don’t slow down this line]

9 February 13, 2013
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Recruiters Lie
Tune: 99 Bottles of Beer on the Wall
Lyrics: Vicki Ryder

1	 We’re the Raging Grannies
	 We’re mad as mad can be!
	 Recruiters like, our children die
	 That’s not how it should be!

2	 Our kids are told that they’ll get jobs
	 And money for college too,
	 But you can bet that what they’ll get
	 Is just the royal screw.

3	 We’re here to say we want our kids
	 To grow up safe and sound,
	 Not blown up by a roadside bomb
	 Half the world around.

4	 They send our kids to die in war
	 But we won’t be deceived
	 They say they’re fighting terrorists
	 But what have they achieved?

5	 Halliburton’s getting rich
	 It’s really quite uncouth
	 To profit from war. We say: No more!
	 It’s time we heard the truth!

6	 Let’s give our kids the jobs they need
	 So they don’t have to go
	 And when recruiters hunt the down
	 Then they can all say “NO!”

7	 War is not the answer
	 And so we’re here to say:
	 We’ve had enough; it’s time to get tough
	 The sweet old Granny way.

10
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Love and Marriage     Key of G, Start on G

Tune: Love and Marriage

Love and marriage, love and marriage 
Go together like a horse and carriage, 
As the old song tells us, 
So why do people make a .. big fuss? 

Who can marry? Who can marry? 
It's a question people like to parry. 
Gay and straight befriending, 
And for all a happy .. ending. 

Try, try, try to change tradition 
Toward true inclusion. 
Try, try, try and you will only come... (2,3,4,5)

To this conclusion. 

Civil rights and equal marriage 
Go together like a horse and carriage. 
Gay and straight befriending, 
And for all; and for all; and for all a happy .. ending. 

11
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Goodbye Wall Street     	 	 	 Key of G 
Tune: Hello Dolly                 Copyright 2008 by Doleta Chapru

I	 Goodbye Wall Street.  Well, goodbye Wall Street
You abused us folk on Main Street far too long.
You knew full well, Wall Street, at the bell, Wall Street
That your sub prime loans and leveraging had / gone so wrong.

Insurance deals, Wall Street, inside steals, Wall Street
Using transferred wealth for dividends.  Go --
Smoke your cigars, Wall Street, party in upscale bars, Wall Street.
Voters will never bail you out again.

II	 It’s so sad Wall Street.  We feel bad Wall Street
The next few decades promise to be lean.
Deregulation with Plunge Protection
Didn’t work to keep your business dealings clean.

Parents juggle, Wall Street, Children struggle, Wall Street,
While executives play golf in Monterey.  Go --
Smoke your cigars, Wall Street, party in upscale bars, Wall Street,
Voters will never bail you out again.

III	 At the fall, Wall Street.  You took all, Wall Street.
Our homes, our jobs and our retirement pay.
Our college dreams, Wall Street, career schemes, Wall Street,
Have vanished, dwindled, disappeared or / gone away.

So goodbye, Wall Street.  Fare thee well, Wall Street.
Folks on Main Street don’t deserve such pain.  Go --
Smoke your cigars, Wall Street, party in upscale bars, Wall Street.
Voters will never bail you out. Voters will never bail you out.
Voters will never bail you out again. 

12
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Hello, Wall Street      Key of  G, Start on B -> D
tune:  Hello, Dolly
lyrics:  Kathy Miner, Madison Raging Grannies

Hello, Wall Street, we say NO, Wall Street,

Those people in the park mean what they say —

We’re all fed up, Wall Street, you’re corrupt, Wall Street —

And we won’t give up our protest ’till you’re // gone away!

It’s bona fide, Wall Street, no free ride, Wall Street,

You’re never gonna have it so good again, so …

Pack up your stuff, Wall Street, the people have had enough, Wall Street —

Your time is through, and let us say AMEN!!  (pronounced “AY-men”)

12a October 27, 2011
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Follow the Money                 Start on D 
Tune:  Beer Barrel Polka 
Original lyrics: Vicki Ryder, revised by Deborah Lofgren & Raging Grannies of Madison 

Follow the money, to see why we go off to war 
Follow the money, it’s not freedom we’re fighting for 
Follow the money, profits aren’t worth dying for  
Lockheed Martin’s got their billions, 
And they don’t need more! 

Boeing and Raytheon, Bechtel, and Koch brothers, too 
Reap all the profits, and don’t give a fig about you 
Families are hungry//schools don’t have funds that they need 
Weapon Makers turn a blind eye 
While the coun try bleeds! 

Follow the money, it all leads to corporate greed; 
The vets and the homeless, when will they get what they need 
Big money int’rests dictate our nation’s war plans – 
Now’s the time to take back our country  
And give folks a helping hand! 

People not profits, let’s make our government see, 
War steals our treasure, killing cannot make us free; 
Follow the money, once you have found where it leads 
Raise your voice, get loud and louder 
Singing out for peace! 

13 
May, 2017



Foreclosure       Key of C
Tune: "Home on the Range",  by Sue Gracey (Boston)
revised July 22, 2010

We once had a home
Where our family could come
To laugh and to cry and to play,
But along came the crash,
We were left without cash,
And our home was taken away.

REFRAIN
All taken away! Our homes have been taken away.
We can PAY for some war
That we didn’t vote for,
But our homes have been taken away. 

The rich have their jets,
And they hedge all their bets,
And THEY never WILL see the day
When they’re down on their luck
And have lost their last buck
And their HOMES are taken away.
Now most of us know
When the rich run the show
The POOR are the first ones to pay.
But it NEVer stops there,
So we’d all better care
Or we ALL will be singing someday:

REFRAIN
All taken away! Our homes have been taken away.
We can PAY for some war
That we didn’t vote for,
But our homes have been taken away. 

14
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For Every Sexuality (When Gay Pride Comes to Town)
Tune:  When Johnny Comes Marching Home Again
Source:  Fredericton Gaggle

 Get ready for a big parade
We’ll sing and shout
BEcause gays and lesbians
Are coming out
The closet’s not a friendly place
Give us all a little space
And we’ll all feel proud when
Love wins over fear.
 
Let’s sing out for our citizens
Hip, hip, hurray
For every sexuality
For straight and gay
Isn’t it fine for us to see
A little more diversity
And we’ll all feel proud when 
Love wins over fear.
 
This is a cause to celebrate
A time to cheer
WHY can’t WE stop THINKing STRAIGHT …
For once, My Dear?
Sexuality isn’t straight
Some things you can’t LEGISLATE …
And we’ll all feel proud when
Love wins over fear.
 
Yes, we’ll all feel proud when
Love wins over fear!

             15    June 23, 2012
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Dump, Dump. Dump
Author: Wolfville, Nova Scotia, Raging Grannies
Tune: "Row, Row, Row Your Boat

Dump, dump, dump your junk into every brook!
Who cares, why care? No one needs to look.

Throw, throw, throw your trash into every stream!
Who cares, why care? Who needs water clean?

Toss, toss, toss your litter into every river!
Who cares, why care? The fish can shake and shiver.

Fling, fling, fling your filth into every lake!
Who cares, why care? Not us, for goodness sake.

Drop, drop, drop your slop into every ocean!
Who cares, why care? The public has no notion.

Spill, spill, spill your waste into every sea!
Who cares, why care? Why waste our energy?

Clean, clean, clean our water! We demand a say!
I CARE! WE CARE! We drink it every day!
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End The Madness Now      Start on C
Tune,  Ten Little Indians  revised by Kathy Miner 4/26/12

One million, two million
Three million soldiers
Marched off to war, and they got no older
That makes us sad, while it makes us bolder (pause)

End the madness now!

One trillion, two trillion
Three trillion dollars
Wasted on war 'cause we didn't holler
You go ahead, but we won't foller (pause)

End the madness now!

Five thousand, six thousand, 
Seven thousand suicides
Killed by the wounds that lurk on the inside.
Brain trauma, PTSD wreck so many lives  (short breath)

End the madness now!

Their children, my children
Your children bleeding
Slaughtered for slogans that have no meaning
Let's finally say what the world is needing (pause)

End the madness now!
 

17 April 26, 2012
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Conservation's Too Slow (2015 Version)	 	 	 	 Key of 
tune: when I’m 64 (Beatles), lyrics revised by Madison Raging Grannies

What will we do now, where will we go, when polluters pre-vail?

Don't you know that fossil fuel has got to go, and our conservation's too slow?

How can we wake our Senators up, before it's too late?

Grannies and students, all of Earth's people, we must decide our fate.

	 Climate change is here

	 Dangerous to deny

	 Science makes it clear!

Industry billions buy political power, oh their money speaks

But our children count on us to do what's right, seven generations kept in our sight!

That carbon we're burning, polluting our air, too much C O 2

Can we stop mining, can we stop fracking, Life depends on what we do. 

	 Climate change is here

	 Dangerous to deny

	 Science makes it clear!

What will we do now, where will we go, before it's too late?

We must value people over profit now, keep the planet livable, we need that and how.

Renewable power, care for the land, change congress we vow, 

Grannies and students, all of Earth's people, save our planet now!

             18
March 2015 revision
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Conservation (Wisconsin Version)	 	 	 	 	 Key of E
tune: when I’m 64 
lyrics revised by Joe Rogozinski

What will we do now, where will we go, when the ozone's gone?

Don't you know that fossil fuel has got to go, and our conservation's too slow?

How can we wake our Senators up, before it's too late?

Grannies and children, regular people, we'll decide our fate.

Le – o - pold and Muir,

Earth day began right here, 

Nelson's gift so pure.

Stewardship programs, recycling plans, wind farms will be gone.

Walker, Kochs and both Fitzgeralds at his side, WMC pays for their ride.

Filling the wetlands, digging more mines, factory farms galore.

Grannies and children, regular people, we can win this war.

Walker wants more phosphates in the water where we fish and swim, 

so it's not too clear....  Can our state be saved?

Koch brother on the phone - oil pipeline for Dave.

What will we do now, where will we go, when the ozone's gone?

Screw with Mother Nature and we'll have to stay, underground 'till Walker's away.

Fish in the waters, birds in the trees, we will help we vow!

Grannies and children, regular people, save our planet now!

18A  September 7, 2011
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Gaggle of Grannies      Key of G, Start on G
Tune: Side by Side (revised 1/6/11)

Oh we're just a gaggle of ^grannies
Urging you off of your ^fannies
And we're telling you boys
We're sick of your toys
No more war!

We know kids are over there dying
We think you ought to start trying
And tell the congress
Get out of this mess
No more war!

 WHAT are those ARmy reCRUITers
 DO-ing IN our SCHOOLS?
	 SNAtching our CHILDren for WARfare
	 TAKing us ALL for FOOLS!	

Oh, we may be a gaggle of Grannies
But we’ve gotten off of our fannies
And we’re telling you now
We’re angry — and how!
No more war!

Voice 1 	 	 We really mean it
All	 	 	 No more war
Voice 2 	 	 We’ll say it nicely
All 	 	 	 No more war
Voice 3 	          	 We mean precisely
All	 	 	 NO MORE WAR!  (spoken)
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Standin’ in the Need of Single Payer 
   Author: Lee Burkholder and Vicki Ryder  Tune:  Standin’ in the Need of Prayer 

It’s your father and your mother and the uninsured 
Satndin’ in the need of Single payer. 
It’s your sister and your brother and the under-insured 
Standin’ in the need of Single Payer. 

CHORUS: 
We will rage and shout 
For Single Payer Medicare for all! 
Everyone in and no-one out! 
Single Payer Medicare for all! 

From your birthday ’til you’re buried you will get good care 
When we have a Single Payer plan. 
If your married, single, straight or gay, you’ll get good care 
When we have a Single Payer plan 

If you’re hired, then you’re fired, you’ll still get good care 
When we have a Single Payer plan. 
From retired to expired, you will get good care 
When we have a Single Payer plan. 

There’s no premium, deductible, and NO co-pay, 
Under a single payer plan. 
Doctors’ orders are for health, not corporate wealth, 
Under a single payer plan. 

“Who will pay for it?” you ask us, “We will through our taxes,” 
That’s the way to get the health care that we need 
And the costs will all be fair, the funding will be there, 
When we banish inefficiency and greed. 

Corporations that insures us don’t do anything to cure us! 
We need a Single Payer plan. 
We are needy ‘cause they’re greedy so let’s THROW THEM OUT 
And demand a Single Payer plan. 

Let’s you and me and everybody in the land 
Work to get a Single Payer plan; 
Health is a human right, so let’s get out and fight 
For a universal Single Payer plan! 

#20 
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Bring Back My Planet      Key of A
Tune:  Frankie and Johnny

Air miles make holes in the ozone
Our lifestyle makes lots of debris
They tell me the planet’s in danger
Oh bring back my planet to me
She’s Mother Earth, and we’ve been doin’ her wrong
 
Cars emit unburned organics
Monoxide and nitrates and lead
But it’s nearly two blocks to the bus stop
So we’ll drive till the planet is dead
She’s Mother Earth, and we’ve been doin’ her wrong

Living things need pure, clean water
Without it we won't last a day
Pollution and fracking and misuse
So many threats are in play 
She’s Mother Earth, and we’ve been doin’ her wrong 

Big businesses don’t own the sunshine
They don’t make a buck from the breeze
So they plunder the planet for profits
Oh bring back my planet to me
She’s Mother Earth, and we’ve been doin’ her wrong 
She’s Mother Earth, and we’ve been doin’ her wrong!

21
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Immigrant Rights 
Tune: McNamara's Band,
 Lyrics revised by Mary Sanderson, Joy E Morgen & Rebecca Alwin

I have a friend who traveled north, with her family
This is the only home she knows, she dreams like you and me
Her dad works on a dairy farm, she’s an engineer
Let’s change the law to keep their skills and their talents here.

CHORUS:
 Stand up and fight/ for immigrant rights
 They come to work/ Don’t slam the door!
 Stand up and shout/ with all your might
     We-e-e-‘re all created equal, not some less and others more!

Fre-e-e traders like to build a wall so only the money gets through
If all the riches travel north the people will come too
Co-orn used to be a source of life and rural people thrived
But now it's a commodity/ You gotta go North to survive.

U.S. the mighty empire/ will pick and choose its guests
English-speakers welcome here, Mexicans are pests?  
One percenters suck all the wealth; the law says that is fine.
But crossing the Rio Grand-e is a very serious crime?
 

CHORUS:
 Stand up and fight/ for immigrant rights
 They come to work/ Don’t slam the door!
 Stand up and shout/ with all your might
 We-e-e-‘re all created equal, not some less and others more!

Di-ivide and conquer is the way that workers are kept down
Power seekers spread distrust of those whose skins are brown
Hate and anger can divide us// Love brings unity 
Come together! Show our power with solidarity!

CHORUS:
 Stand up and fight/ for immigrant rights
 They come to work/ Don’t slam the door!
 Stand up and shout/ with all your might
 We-e-e-‘re all created equal, not some less and others more!
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When We Make Peace       Start on C

Tune:  When the Saints Go Marching In

When we make peace (2x)
When we make peace instead of war
Oh, I want to be in that number
When we make peace instead of war.

Viva la paz (2x)
Viva la paz y guerra NO…
A-alCEmos nuestras voces
Viva la paz y guerra NO.
 
When everyone is welcome here (2x)
Oh, I want to live in this country
When everyone is welcome here.
 
When justice rules instead of force (2x)
Oh, I want to be in that number
When justice rules instead of force.
 
When all the world has human rights (2x)
Oh, I want to be in that number
When all the world has human rights.

When we make peace (2x)
When we make peace instead of war
Oh, I want to be in that number
When we make peace instead of war.
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The Bear Went Over the Landfill         Key of C
Metje Butler, Madison Raging Grannies, 2/17/09

The bear went over the landfill
The bear went over the landfill
The bear went over the landfill
To see what he could see.

To see what he could see
To see what he could see

He saw another landfill
He saw another landfill
He saw another landfill
And that is what we’ll see!
 Trash and junk will be
 As far as the eye can see!

Try not to fill up the landfill
Try not to fill up the landfill
Think about how to recycle
“Throwing away” is not “gone”!
 Throwing away is not gone,
 Throwing away is not gone.
Repair it, reuse it or give it
“Throwing away” is not “gone”!

So be a jolly good fellow,
Keep stuff out of the landfill,
Let’s all work to recycle,
And so say all of us!
      

         
                      24  April 28, 2011
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ANTI-NUKE ENVIRONMENTALISTS      Key of D, Start on A
Tune: She'll Be Coming 'Round the Mountain
Sunny Armer, NYC Metro Raging Grannies and Their Daughters

Call us anti-nuke environmentalists.
We are anti-nuke environmentalists.
We protect our air and water, (slight pause)

You can’t lead us to the slaughter, (slight pause)

‘Cause we’re anti-nuke environmentalists.

We know tons of facts regarding nuclear waste! (short)

When it leaks into our water there’s no taste! (short)

But it’s poison all the same.
Not to worry! they explain,
So we’re anti-nuke environmentalists.

There are twenty tons of new waste every year,
All created by the nuclear plants, we fear.
You can swear on our own Bible
That it’s "safe, secure, and vital,"
But we’re sure not gonna swallow what we hear.

Chernobyl and Japa-an give us qualms.
You’re a target for those terrorists with bombs.
There’s no anti-nuke insurance,
Which means there’s no assurance
That we will not all be blown to Kingdom Come.

Bring us solar, bring us hydro, bring us wind.
Bring us energy from sources that won’t end.
But before we trust uranium,
We’d need holes in our cranium.
Call us anti-nuke environmentalists.

                   25   March 13, 2013
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Radical Environmentalists 
Lyrics:  Kay Thode, Vicky Ryder, modified by Madison Grannies 
Tune:  She’ll Be Comin ’Round the Mountain 

Oh, we’re radical environmentalists 
Yes, we’re radical environmentalists 
We like clean air and clean water 
And our beaches without tarballs 
Oh, we’re radical environmentalists! 

We sure would like to keep the EPA 
Not let corporate interest throw it all away 
We must preserve our public land 
the administration’s out of hand 
We’re radical environmentalists! 

Oh, we like our veggies without pesticides 
And our food without those hormones placed inside 
We like fish that don’t have PCBs 
And forests that still have some trees 
We’re radical environmentalists! 

We want power that can always be renewed 
Communities in control we ain’t no fools! 
And we’d rather see those windmill blades 
Than nuclear plants in the Everglades 
We’re radical environmentalists! 

Oh, we like to have our food grown locally 
And not shipped from far away or overseas 
In Wisconsin we love fam’ly farms 
Not agribusiness full of harm 
We’re radical environmentalists. 

    26 
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The Granny Peace Brigade  		 	 	 Key of E, Start on B
(this version for BobFest 2009)	 	 	 	 	 autoharp:  Key of F
Tune:  Battle Hymn of the Republic    

Chorus:
Move on over, or we’ll move on over you,
Move on over, we’re the Grannies trekking through!
Move on over or we’ll move on over you,
The Granny Peace Brigade!

Our eyesight’s growing weaker and our hearing’s almost shot,
Our breasts are slowly sagging and our figure’s gone to pot,
Our VOICE is growing stronger and we WILL not be forgot!
The Granny Peace Brigade!

We’ve BEEN around a time or two and lived through lots of wars,
And SEEN the senseless killing on so many distant shores.
We’re HERE to say that they can’t take our grand kids anymore!
The Granny Peace Brigade!

They THOUGHT that if they jailed us we would meekly go away,
They DIDN’T know that Grannies always HAVE to have their say.
We SAY these wars must end 
and all our TROOPS come home today
The Granny Peace Brigade!

Chorus:
Move on over, or we’ll move on over you,
Move on over, we’re the Grannies trekking through!
Move on over or we’ll move on over you,
The Granny Peace Brigade!
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Housing Song		 	 	 	 	 	 	 Key of G
Tune:  Sweet Betsy from Pike
Lyrics:  Kay Thode

There are millions who’re sle-eping out in the street.
Clutching their bundles they all have no heat,
NO place to call home or bed for their head —
They’re lucky if some of them even get fed.
Singin’ Oh Golly, Oh Golly, oh woe is me.

In this rich prosp’rous country -- wouldn’t you think
We could house all the homeless as quick as a wink,
If we weren’t spending billions on weapons of war.
Get out of Afghanistan!  Make war no more.
Singin’ Oh Golly, Oh Golly, oh woe is me.

When wages are too low to pay the high rent,
And cities refuse to put up a tent,
It’s time for a change -- on that we agree.
More bucks for housing, not military!
More bucks for housing, not military!
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Let Me Sell Guns      Key of C, Start on G 
tune:  Don’t Fence Me In
Sara Williams, Madison Raging Grannies, 2010  

CHORUS:
Let me sell guns, lots of guns, to anyone who’ll buy,
Let me sell guns
Let me sell to the gangs, to the sick and really mad,
Let me sell guns!

Verse 1 Let me sell ’em by myself, without any rules
I don’t want no laws cuz they’re made by fools
They’re money in the bank so I hope you’re cool,
Let me sell guns.

Bridge: Just turn me loose, sellin’ weapons at a gun show
  Where the drug cartel will go
  Let’s load ’em up, never checking any background
  Never asking what I know.

Verse 2 I want to sell till I’m rich as a CEO
Don’t want to know where the guns will go
Don’t listen to the news; I don’t want to know
Let me sell guns!

CHORUS:
Let me sell guns, lots of guns, to anyone who’ll buy…

Verse 3 I wanna sell all my guns before it’s too late
Don’t give a damn who they hate
I’m not responsible for their crime
I’ve got my dime.
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Oh, Dear!  Where Does Our Money Go?          Key of G, Start on D
tune: Oh, Dear! What Can the Matter Be?
 

Oh dear, where does our money go? (3x)
Missiles and weapons and war!
 
We wanted good schools with a lot of good teachers;
We need a health plan, with single pay features;
A lovely green planet with peace for all creatures,
NOT missiles and weapons and war!
 
Oh dear, where does our money go? (3x)	
Missiles and weapons and war!
 
We hate paying taxes, but know that we oughter;
We’ll gladly shell out for some clean air and water;
But why must we pay for destruction and slaughter?
For missiles and weapons and war!
 
Oh dear, where does our money go? (3x)
Missiles and weapons and war!
 
War Mongers make profits without caring who's hurt,
They buy politicians demanding their full support;
They make the world's weapons our number one export;
 For missiles and weapons and war!

Oh dear, where does our money go? (3x)
Missiles and weapons and war!
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Your Tax Dollars
Tune:  Oh Where, Oh Where Has My Little Dog Gone?
Lyrics by Vicki Ryder  (Revised 2009)

Oh where, oh where have your tax dollars gone?
They’re funding the war in Iraq!
They spend on the war
But they won’t help the poor.
And our workers are getting the sack!

Oh where, oh where, have your tax dollars gone?
They’re making us pay through the nose!
They bail out the banks
While our pensions just tanked…
The poor people always get hosed!

Oh where, oh where, have our tax dollars gone?
Paying these taxes is tough!
The poor people pay
While fat cats, they play.
It’s time that we all said “ENOUGH!”
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ROUNDS       Key of A, Start on A
tune:  Frere Jacques

ARE YOU SLEEPING
Are you sleeping, are you sleeping?
Uncle Sam, Uncle Sam
Anti-war bells ringing
Hear the people singing
No more war; no more war.

NO NUCLEAR STOCKPILES
No nuclear stockpiles, no atom bomb trials
No more nukes, no more nukes
Keep your radiation,
Ban proliferation
No more nukes, no more nukes.

WASTEFUL MILITARY SPENDING
Taxes unending, military spending	       Taxes unending, military spending
What a waste!  What a waste!	 	       What a waste!  What a waste!
Reinstate some sanity	 	 	       We could all have clean air!
Turn it to humanity	 	 	       We could all have health care!
WORK for peace!  VOTE for peace!	       No more WAR!  No more WAR!

SINGLE PAYER HEALTH CARE
We need health care, we need health care,
Single pay-er!  Single pay-er!
Lose the profit motive, can’t we live and let live,
Single pay-er!   Single pay-er!
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Single Payer Teachers (aka Single Payer Schooling)
Casey Garhart, Madison Raging Grannies, 8-4-09
Tune:  There is Nothing Like a Dame

 We got single-payer teachers
 We got single-payer cops
 We got single-payer heroes
 Who fight fires without stop
 We got fancy cars and houses
 And wealth beyond compare
 What ain't we got?
 Single-payer care.

 Canadians get good health care
 The British get it too
 The French, the Dutch, the Germans
 Just to name a few
 But we get health for profit
 And there's an awful smell
 What don't we get?
 We don't get well.

  Insurance companies and pharmaceuticals govern our policies
  Totally oblivious to our own health care realities.

 There is nothing like health care
 Nothin' in the world
 All we need is single-payer
 To have really good health care.  (x2)
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Health Care for All      Start on D or E
Tune: “Yankee Doodle”
Lyrics by Gail Sredanovic and Vicki Ryder

OUR old Granny went to work, 
But WHEN she needed health care
HER insurance company
Said SHE could kiss their derriere.

CHORUS:
         WHAT does our old Granny need?  SINGLE payer health plan!
         PRIVATE profits have to go!  Health CARE for all is our demand!

JUNIOR’S tumor’s very big!
He NEEDS an operation.
But ‘THO he works, he can’t afford it.
WHAT an abomination!

CHORUS: 
         WHAT do working people need?  SINGLE payer health plan!
         PRIVATE profits have to go!  Health CARE for all is our demand!

IN the House and in the Senate
GRANNIES will be ragin’
‘Til WE have Medicare for all—
Now THAT’S a fight worth wagin’!

CHORUS:
        LISTEN to the Grannies rage for SINGLE payer health plan!
        PRIVATE profits have to go!  Health CARE for all is our demand!

34 June 7, 2011
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The Vote Song 
tune: Clap Your Hands 
lyrics: Ottawa Grans, modified.... first revised in Madison 2/24/11 

If you can’t be bothered voting — think again (think again!) 
If you can’t be bothered voting — think again (think again!) 
If you can’t be bothered voting 
Keep in mind and it’s worth noting 
That the ones who got us in this mess might win. 

Oh democracy’s a nuisance you might say 
But we would not prefer another way 
Yes, we would always choose it 
We use it or we lose it 
So vote / and you will always have a say. 

If you can’t be bothered voting don’t complain (don’t complain!) 
You must remember voting’s not a game 
Politicians are not saints -- 
Sometimes honest folks they ain’t 
If your legislator’s lousy who’s to blame? 

If you can’t be bothered sorting who is who 
The League of Women Voters will help you 
Check their Candidate’s Answer sheet 
Information so complete 
It will surely help you choose just what to do. 

Repeat 1st Verse … solo at end:  a-GAIN! 
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WHEN HE WAS A LAD
tune: from H.M.S. Pinafore, Gilbert & Sullivan 
lyrics by Monica Zucker

Voice 1:   When he was a lad of twenty-three
                 He said Ma, I’m gay, and I gotta be me.
Voice 2:   She said, Son, you’re the apple of my eye—
                 Gay or straight, you’re my kind of guy. (All repeat last line.)
  
V: 1 & 2:    He conquered life’s hurdles, and now you see
                  He’s a VIP in the community.
All:       He conquered life’s hurdles so perfectly
                    That he’s taught us all a lesson in liberty! 

V: 2  He was first in his troop to be Eagle Scout—
  Now the BSA says (V. 3 spoken) “Sorry, you’re out!”
V. 1  The Army beckoned. (V. 4 spoken) “Don’t ask, don’t tell.”
V. 2  That wasn’t his dish—and that’s just as well. (All repeat line)

Quartet: He conquered life’s hurdles, and now you see
V. 1,2,3,4   He’s a VIP in the community.
All:       He conquered life’s hurdles so perfectly
                    That he’s taught us all a lesson in liberty! 

V: 5  When you judge a person on the basis of sex
  You use a very narrow and a warped index.
V: 6  Lesbians and gays are in every field
  And their human rights can never be repealed.  (All repeat line)

(All)  ….. And they are all your children and your uncles and your friends,
(Left) ….. And your pastors and your bankers—
(Right) … And your captains of oil tankers—
(Left) ….. And your lawyers and your doctors—
(Right) … And your tight ends and your blockers—
(All)   ….. And your sisters and your cousins—
                     Whom you number by the dozens—
                     And your aunts!

AND YOUR GRANNIES!                             
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When Water Rights Are Private                                 Key of G  
tune: When Irish Eyes Are Smiling 

Spoken Intro: 
  Water is Nature’s gift to us and to all living things on this planet.  
  We cannot live without it. 
  Let them buy and sell our excellent Wisconsin Beer! 
  Our WATER is NOT FOR SALE. 

When water rights are private  
Watch the costs begin to rise  
Funding corporations’ profits  
Higher price is no surprise 

When water rights are private  
Public access will be lost 
If you want to drink pure water  
Jane Q. Public must be the boss 

Forget Bottled Water 
tune: Roll Out the Barrel 

Forget bottled water 
It’s worse for your health than you think. 
Chemicals transfer to YOU every time that you drink  
Those plastic bottles are BAD for you and the earth  
Corporate control of water 
Makes the problem WORSE!

 37 
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The Best Democracy Money Can Buy	 Key of D, Start on D
Tune:  “99 Bottles of Beer on the Wall” 	 	 	        Key of E♭, Start on E♭
Lyrics © by Vicki Ryder (2010)
 
 

Did you ever wonder why our health care is in doubt,
Why rich folks have the Cadillac plans and poor folks go without,
Why all the news that’s fit to print is nothing but corporate lies?
It’s ’cause… we’ve got the best democracy that ever money can buy.
 
Did you ever wonder why we keep on startin’ wars,
Why poor folks’ kids are sent to die while CEOs make more,
Why votes are counted up by those who sell the voting machines?
It’s ’cause… we’ve got a corporaTOCracy – thanks to the Supremes.
 
Did you ever wonder who will run for office since
Supreme Court lifted limits – it really makes us wince.
The rich will buy the candidates, and if you wonder why,
It’s ’cause… we’ve got the best democracy that ever money can buy.
 
Those with all the money now will run the whole damn show
And if we dare to disagree they’ll tell us where to go.
’Cause money buys the Congress, and that you can’t deny.
We’ve got the best democracy that ever money can buy.
 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (We wave dollar bills)
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Why Doesn’t My Vote   	 	 	 	 Key of A, Start on A
Tune:  Why Doesn’t My Goose
Lyrics:  Rima Segal

Why doesn’t my vote
Count as much as their vote?
Corporations’ votes count
Billions more than mine.

My vote’s just a token
Supreme Court has spoken
Corporations’ dollars
Count as votes today.

Corporate “persons” don’t die
They are not like you and I
Their vote count will carry on
When we have passed away.

Why doesn’t my vote
Count as much as their vote?	 	 Repeat this first verse as a round;
Corporations’ votes count	 	 	 sing it twice.
Billions more than mine.
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Rage to End All War                    
Tune: Battle Hymn of the Republic 
Lyrics: Multiple revisions by Raging Grannies of Madison 

We’re the Raging Grannies and we rage against all war 
Years of grief we’ve seen from killing makes us wise old troubadours/ 
Laugh at our Granny fashions, but please join us, we implore 
We rage to end all war! 

Chorus: No more military action   (faster tempo) 
          We declare dissatisfaction 
     With those who profit from the sale of drones and nukes and guns 
     We rage to end all war! 

We put away our knitting, tuck the grandkids into bed   ( 
Throw on our shawls and aprons, put our hats upon our heads 
We march with those determined not to let oppression spread 
We rage to end all war! 

Chorus: No more militarization!    (faster tempo) 
      We are raging at our nation  
      For using up our taxes to destroy, exploit and kill. 
      We rage to end all war! 

We may search to find our melody, but this we know for sure 
Using violence and force won’t build a world that will endure 
We all must learn the ways of peace our future to insure 
We rage to end all war! 

Chorus: No mat-ter who is in com-ma-and 
       We’ll keep mak-ing our de-ma-and. 
       With Granny gear and voices clear 
       We’ll work with all our might 
       Until we end all war! 
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I’ve Always Paid My Taxes
tune:  Yellow Rose of Texas
(Jan Harwood, Santa Cruz Raging Grannies, revised by Madison Grannies)

I’ve always paid my taxes, I paid them right on time
I never even cheated, I coughed up every dime
But now I know my money goes to warring profiteers
While folks at home are unemployed
We need that money here!

I used to think my money went for things that made us great
Like libraries and health care and the grand affairs of state
But now I know they’re spending it to kill folks I don’t hate
That only leads to more war and a world that can't relate.

Whe-en I pay this year’s taxes, I’m gonna hold some back
And tell the IRS the truth to help explain the lack
It may not save my skin ’cause they’re not known for cutting slack
But I’ll feel good because I’m on a true and righteous track.

But if I don’t pay my taxes, the IRS might come
And take my house and car away, and homeless I'd become
I-I fret and moan and lie awake and wonder what to do
It seems like what we have here folks, is old Catch 22!

So-o, if you’ve paid your taxes, and paid them right on time
Demand it's spent to help folks, and out of debt we'll climb
Call your legislators, tell them no more funds for war
We need much wiser spending
Or they'll get our votes no more!
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The Raging Grannies' Handy-Dandy
All-Purpose Generic Protest Song 
Tune: "This Land is Your Land" 
Lyrics © by Vicki Ryder — revised 10/12/09

Here’s our GENERIC all-purpose protest song,
And we can SING it whenever things go wrong.
It's how we PROtest for peace and justice, 
So we SING it loud and sing it strong.
We start by NAMING the current problem:
Election FRAUD or profiling Muslims,
Pre-emptive WARFARE for corporate profit...
We TROT out this handy-dandy song.
Torturing PRISONERS or global warming,
Or HEALTH insurance that doesn’t cure us,
Or job outSOURCING or nuclear weapons...
We SING out this good all-purpose song.
We're Raging GRANNIES, so we'll keep singing
And we'll keep RAGING, our voices ringing.
As we get OLDER, we're growing bolder,
So we SING our generic PROtest song.
And now we're COMING up to the ending...
That's where we ASK you to join the singing.
Get off your FANNIES and join the Grannies,
And SING out your protest loud and strong!
                                                                                                      

42
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Where Have all the Good Jobs Gone?  	 	       Key of G
Tune: Where have all the flowers gone?  
Lyrics: Gerri Martini, Madison Raging Grannies

Where have all the good jobs gone?
China, India, Vi-et-nam
CEOs are a greedy lot
Jobs sold and bought!  (Cut it short)
Congress gives them big tax cuts
- Loop holes from the IRS
We get the royal screw
What can our workers do?

Where have all the unions gone?
Our laws are so very wrong
Sal’ries keep on going down
Benefits can’t be found
How can families live this way
- Corporations now hold sway
We get the royal screw
What can our workers do?

A new world is calling out 
Sun and wind for energy
Our communities will control 
our destinies
This new plan makes perfect sense
- Restore pow’r back to the land
We’ll make the world anew
It’s what our workers do.

43 July 13, 2011
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We Need Good Jobs                   Start on A or B
Tune:  Wisconsin Fight Song
Lyrics: Gerrie Martini, Madison Raging Grannies

1. We need good jobs, We need UNIONS, in Wisconsin now.
	 Building windmills, schools, and bridges,
 Roads and clothes as well as fridges.
 Let’s make it clear, Keep our jobs here, made in U.S.A.                       
 Fight, Wisconsin, for this right                  
 With all your might!
 (Usually sung twice) (Often with Badger pom-poms)
 

2. Vote for Baldwin, Tammy Baldwin, she’s the one for us!
 Diplomatic, able, savvy,
 Tammy’s smart and also snazzy.
 She will fight to bring good jobs back to the U.S.A.
 Vote for Tammy — qualified in every way.

             44 
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Corporations are Persons Now!
Tune: Bicycle Built for Two
Lyrics: Vicki Ryder (Rochester/So. Florida) 1/28/10

Bribery, bribery now is the law of the land.
Cor-por-a-tions can do what once was banned.
The Supreme Court has set a precedent,
Now Wal-Mart can be president,

’Cause business has rights
And to their delight
Corporations are persons now!

Fair campaigning now is a thing of the past.
Those with money own the elections at last!
They’ll buy all the TV ad time,
And run their sleazy ad slime.

They’ll offer no proof;
To hell with the truth!
Corporations are persons now!

They’ll offer no proof;
To hell with the truth!
Corporations are persons now!

45  September 1, 2011
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Arizona, Arizona
Tune: “On Wisconsin”
Lyrics: Sara Williams and Mary Sanderson, Raging Grannies of Madison

Arizona, Arizona, you ain’t got the right!
We will boycott, you’ll lose money
There’s no way you’ll win this fight!

Oh, Arizona, Arizona please rescind that bill
Our constitution gives us rights you cannot kill.

Arizona
Diez setenta
¿Cual es el orgullo?
Persigue a los trabajadores
En lugar de criminales.

Arizona
Diez setenta
¿Cuál es el intento?
Muéstranos de una vez
¿Respeta la vida o no?

Arizona, Arizona, you ain’t got the right!
We will boycott, you’ll lose money
There’s no way you’ll win this fight!

Oh, Arizona, Arizona please rescind that bill
Our constitution gives us rights you cannot kill.

46 May, 2010
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Friggin’ Drillin’ Rigs     		 	 	 Key of E, Start on B
Tune: “Battle Hymn of the Republic”
Lyrics © by Vicki Ryder
 

The USA’s addicted now to fossil fuel and oil,
So BP’s drillin’ off our shore and makes our blood just boil.
We warned them that the oil could spill and wash up on our soil...
Halliburton and BP – you suck!
 

CHORUS:
        Take your friggin’ drillin’ rigs and move ‘em from our shore!
        Take your friggin’ drillin’ rigs and don’t come back no more!
        Take your friggin’ drillin’ rigs ‘cause we don’t want your oil!
        Halliburton and BP – you suck!
 

You bypass the inspections and ignore the warning signs;
You bribe your way to drilling rights and profit from your crimes.
Thirteen workers now are dead and fish all swim in slime...
Halliburton and BP – you suck!
 

         CHORUS
 

You suck the oil from the sea and poison all the soil;
You suck the profits from the work while others sweat and toil;
You suck the lifeblood from us while you plunder and destroy...
Halliburton and BP – you suck!
 

         CHORUS

47
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World Heat    Tune: Steam Heat — revised by Madison Raging Grannies

We've got (clap clap) shhh world heat!
We've got (clap clap)  shhh world heat!
We've got (clap clap) shhh world heat!
But we're hooked on oil, and don't know how to quit.
 /The climate is disrupted 
 /I'm more than just disgusted
 /The arctic ice is melting fast
 The storms they are terrific
 Goodbye South Pacific
 And old Bangladesh/ will never last. 

We've got (clap clap) shhh world heat!
We've got (clap clap) shhh world heat!
We've got (clap clap) shhh world heat!
But we're hooked on coal, and don't know how to quit.
 /We watch the weather worsen.
 /The farmers are a-cursin'
 /The drought is doing in their crops.
 But there it's raining madly
 With floods rising so badly
 Till the water hides / streets and car tops.

We've got (clap clap) shhh world heat!
We've got (clap clap) shhh world heat!
We've got (clap clap) shhh world heat!
But we're hooked on oil, and don't know how to quit.
 /But look at the horizon
 /Windmills are a-risin'
 /The blades are goin' round and round.
 And over in the ocean
 The tides are steady motion
 And that old sun / keeps shinin' down.

We've got (clap clap) shhh world heat!
We've got (clap clap) shhh world heat!
We've got (clap clap) shhh world heat!
We gotta find a way to change the way we live.
We’re gonna find a way to change the way we live.
We will find a waay/ to change the way we live.....  YEAH!
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Bicycle Song
Tune:  Daisy, Daisy
Raging Grannies Songbook, changes by Phyllis Noble, 2010, & Rebecca Alwin, 2016

Daisy, Daisy, bicycling's good for you
And it's healthy for the whole planet too
Thanks for cutting out some driving 
On bus or train arriving
Doing your part and living smart
Keeping er-earth's needs in your view.  

Daisy, Daisy, our atmosphere's all askew
Climate in chaos from too much CO2
But walking and two-wheeling
Will give us a happier feeling
We'll take a hike or ride a bike
It will keep us from feeling blue!

Daisy, Daisy, our planet needs so much more
Paris Aa-greement on Cliiimate shows the score
Start ta-per-ing oil production
For needed carbon reduction
Change policies so we can see
Everyone's future is more secure.  (squish Everyone's to 2 syllables)
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Estamos Trabajando      Start on A
tune:  Yellow Rose of Texas

When you exploit your workers, you save a buck or two.
But immigrants are people; they pay their bills like you.
When families have no health care, it’s not just their concern
It hurts the whole community when they’ve nowhere to turn.

CHORUS 
Estamos trabajando por la justicia

  Queremos apoyarnos vivir en dignidad
Queremos beneficios para las familias

  Vivimos todos juntos — en la comunidad.

Laws that punish immigrants are really lousy bills
Let’s send them back to Congress, ’cause we have had our fill!
We Grannies say that immigrants deserve a decent wage
And schoolrooms for their children, or else you’ll hear us rage.

CHORUS
  Estamos trabajando…

50 March 13, 2013
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There’s No Business Like War Business	 Key of G, Start on D
Author:  NYC Metro Raging Grannies and Their Daughters		 Key of F, Start on C
Tune:  There’s No Business Like Show Business

There’s no business like war business
The best business we know
Never mind the homeless and the hungry
Never mind the people without//  jobs
Nowhere can you get that special feeling
As when you’re//  piling up the bombs!

There’s no business like war business, 
The worst business we know! 
Multinational profits going through the sky:
They multiply
While children die (very soft and sad)
This money could buy food and clothes and good health care
For everyone in the world  (tone rising)
For everyone in the world  (tone falling)
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Cheap Fuel	 	 	 	 	 	      Key of G — Start on B

Tune: "Has Anybody Seen My Gal" 
Lyrics: Casey Garhart,  Madison

Heat the house  
Buy more gas  
Gotta hope the oil wells last
Has anybody found cheap fuel?

Drive to work  
To the store  
We need more and more and more
Has anybody found clean fuel?

 	 No one pays fines  
Men die in mines  
Looking for coal

 	 Fish get sick  
The gulf is slick  
Black oil washes o'er the shoal

Use the wind, use the sun
Can't go on as we've begun
That's the way to find cheap fuel. 

That's the way to find clean fuel.   (solo line)

That's the way to find safe fuel.  (all)
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Peace For Palestine & Israel
Tune; Tzena Tzena Tzena,  
Lyrics by  Marjorie Matthews

1. Palestine O Palestine
Your people have endured
Such times of struggle
Time for Peace

Israel Israel Israel Israel
Building of the settlements
Sets back the hope for peace.

2.Hamas, Hezbolah
Gaza, Israel
Hatred between brothers
Can’t continue

Shalom, Salaam,
Shalom, Salaam, Salaam
Words so close they could be one.

3.Sons of Isaac, Sons of Ishmael
May you know harmony and peaceful coexistence
Live in peace as neighbors, sisters, brothers
Share the blessed Holy Land together.
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GAZA GAZA GAZA  	 	 	 	 	 Key of A, Start on A
tune: Tzena Tzena Tzena
Carole Edelsky and Connie Graves, Tucson Raging Grannies
Revised in Madison for BobFest, 2010

Gaza, Gaza, Gaza, Gaza
Poor and war torn land
Cries out to end
This horrid siege.
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	            Round Part One

Israel, Israel, Israel, Israel
Strong—and — supported by the West
Can end the siege.

Gaza, Gaza, 
Gaza, Is-ra-el
Hatred between brothers
Should not be-e-e-e
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	   Round Part Two

Shalom, Salaam, 
Shalom, Salaam, Salaam
Words so close they could be one.

Shalom, Salaam, 
Shalom, Salaam, Salaam		 	 	 Repeat after the round.

Words so close they could be one.

53A
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Spill, Baby, Spill   		 	 	 	 	 	 Key of G, Start on G

Tune:  Marine Corps Hymn
Lyrics: Marcy Matasick, Albuquerque Raging Grannies

From the lovely Gulf of Mexico

To the wild Alaskan seas,
We will trash the earth to drill the oil

Just to fuel our SUVs.
	 Gasoline is our addi-iction

	 We will never get our fill

We’ll pollute the world environment
As we chant, “Drill, baby, drill!”  

Let our clear blue oceans turn to black

Let the shore birds all get killed

For whenever there are accidents
We’ll just chant “Spill, baby, spill!”  (shout)

	 We will kill the whales and porpoises
	 and the fishes in the seas

But who cares as long as we have gas

Just to drive our SUVs.
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We Have Just One World           Key of C — Start on G
tune: You are my Sunshine
lyrics: additions by Kathy Miner

1.   We have just one world
      Yes only ONE world
      Complete with sunshine, wind and rain
      With ancient forests 
      And clear blue oceans
      And living streams and fields of grain.

2.   We have just one world
      Yes, only ONE world
      You might say it’s our Public Domain
      So let’s preserve it;
      The Earth deserves it,
      All her creatures stand to gain.

3.   We have just one world 
      Yes, only ONE world
      With purple mountains
      And fruited plain
      And when we soil it 
      Overheat and spoil it
      We’ll never get that one world again.

55
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Another Groom      Key of C  — Start on G
Tune:  “Makin’ Whoopee”

Here stands a groom, another groom
Another sunny honeymoon
Love is so pleasin’, no other reason
For makin’ whoopee
 
Here stands a bride, another bride
Another marriage no one will hide
Let all who want to, say the words “I do”
And go make whoopee!

 Picture two happy lovebirds
 No matter who they be
 Saying those wedding vow words
 To marry, all should be free

Italian shoes, who cares the price
Couples are nervous — they answer twice
No one is jeerin’, their friends are cheerin’
Sayin’  “WHOOPEEE!”  (shouted with glee)
 

56  August 23, 2012
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Raging Grannies Antiwar Chorus Line	 	      Key of A
tune: Ta ra ra boom de ay — Kathy Walsh, Madison Raging Grannies, May 2010

Verse 1:  	 We're dear old grannies, as you see
	   	 Pillars of society
	   	 Here to save humanity
	   	 From warfare's insanity
CHORUS (with kicks) — 	 Ba ra ra BOOM de ay
	 	 	 	 	 Let's stop the bombs today
	 	 	 	 	 Bring our troops home to stay
	 	 	 	 	 Ba ra ra BOOM de ay

	 	 	 	 	 Barack Obama — Hey!
	 	 	 	 	 Let's stop the bombs today
	 	 	 	 	 Bring our troops home to stay
	 	 	 	 	 Barack Obama — Hey
Verse 2:  	 Georgie's illness was contagious
	    	 Barack's got it - that's outrageous 
	 	 Before they took their office oath	 	
	    	 Mad Cowboy di-sease got ’em both
	    	
Verse 3:  	 The cabinet has got it, too
	    	 The House, the Senate - what to do?
	   	 Washington we'll quarantine
	   	 ’Til we find the right vaccine.

CHORUS (with kicks) — 	 Ba ra ra BOOM de ay …
Verse 4:  	 We haven't gained security.	
	   	 We've lost our credibility.
	   	 Also lost prosperity.
	   	 What have we got? / Despair-ity!

Verse 5:	 We're gentle grannies, MAD AS HELL! (spoken)
	    	 We don't fight but WE CAN YELL  (spoken)
	    	 We won't be quiet anymore
	    	 ’Til we end this awful war.

CHORUS (with kicks) — Ba ra ra BOOM de ay ... 57

CHORUS (with kicks) — Ba ra ra BOOM de ay ... 57
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Raging Grannies Anti-Gun Chorus Line	 	      	 	 Key of A
tune: Ta ra ra boom de ay 
lyrics: Kathy Walsh and Gerrie Martini, Raging Grannies of Madison 

Verse 1:  	 We're dear old grannies, as you see
	   	 Pillars of society
	   	 Here to save humanity
	   	 From NRA's insanity

CHORUS (with kicks)  	
	 	 Ta ra ra BOOM de ay (On “BOOM,” right leg kicks to LEFT)
	 	 Let's stop the NRA (On “stop,” push out left hand)
	 	 Let’s pass tough laws today.
	 	 Ta ra ra BOOM de ay (On “BOOM,” right leg kicks to LEFT)

Verse 2:  	 We need federal background checks
	 	 Don’t sell guns to mental wrecks
	 	 More than ten rounds in a clip
	 	 Leads to violence/  get a grip!

CHORUS (with kicks)	
	 	
	 	
Verse 3:	 We're gentle grannies, MAD AS HELL! 
	    	 We don't fight but WE CAN YELL!
	    	 We won't be quiet anymore
	    	 ’Til we end this shooting war!
 
CHORUS (with kicks)

       57A 
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Give Us a Beach	 	 	 	 	 Key of C  —  Start on G
Tune:  “Home on the Range”)
Lyrics ©Vicki Ryder (May 2010)

Oh, give us a beach
Where oil spills can’t reach,
And there’s no sticky goo on the sand,
Where children can play,
And the birds and fish stay
Free from harm … that’s  our simple demand.

CHORUS:
	 Save our seas and our sand!
	 We’re here and we’re taking a stand.
	 We say NO to those rigs
	 And those comp’nies so big!
	 Mother Earth still comes first in our land.

We Grannies are blue.
Our predictions came true,
And their oil leaked onto our shore.
It’s gooey and black
And we can’t put it back
So we don’t want them drillin’ no more!
CHORUS
	
We'll do our share
We won't drive everywhere
We'll walk or we'll bike or we'll bus
If we fill up our tanks
We put money in their banks
And we all share a part in the blame.
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FROM THE PRISONS OF GUANTANAMO
Tune:  Halls of Montezuma      Key of G
by Granny Barbara
 

From the prisons of Guantanamo
To the cities of Iraq
How we fight the "war on terror"
Makes the Afghanis fight back  
First we bomb their lands to smithereens
Saying, "It's just quid pro quo"   
Then we take men from their houses
And we watch Al-Qaeda grow.
 
Oh, we lock men up in prison cells,
And we throw away the key.
Then we torture and humiliate
Saying "They are not like me."
If we curbed our urge to escalate
And we stopped this foolish strife
We could send them home to family
And get back to living life
 
And get back to living life.
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Go Ahead and Die! (Pirates Of The Health Care-ibean)
Austin Lounge Lizards

Barb B & Suzy:  We are the captains of a health insurance company
We plunder and we profit, as we sail the corporate seas
Our salaries in the millions and our dividends obscene
Our logo is the Jolly Roger on a field of green

All:	 	 Our logo is the Jolly Roger on a field of green

Rosemarie & Gretchen:  Should ye fear ill winds will blow your ship upon the reef
We’ll offer our protection lest ye surely come to grief
We may spare your life if bloated premiums you’ll pay
But if you can’t afford this ransom, here is what we’ll say

All:	 	 If you can’t afford this ransom, here is what we’ll say

Yo Ho, Yo Ho, go ahead and die!
From shingles, beri-beri or a piano from the sky
Yo Ho, Yo Ho, go ahead and die!
I’ve got mine and I feel fine, so go ahead and die!

Jo & Rebecca:  Senators and Congressmen make up our scurvy crew
They swab our decks and cash our checks
And cast a vote or two
When the universal health care serpent rears its ugly head
Our press gang fires broadsides, and our crew ensures it’s dead

All:	       Our press gang fires broadsides and our crew ensures it’s dead 

Yo Ho, Yo Ho go ahead and die
A charging moose, an angry goose, Or the dreaded tse-tse fly!
Yo Ho, Yo Ho go ahead and die!
Face your ills, and pay your bills, then go ahead and die!

Phyllis & Kathy M:  You question why we buried a vast locker full of loot
Of course we must maintain our yacht, the Golden Parachute
There’s advertising, lobbying and junkets near and far
Hard working CEOs deserve their R & R

All:  	 	 Arr & Arr & Arr & Arr!  Arr and Arr and Arr!

Yo Ho, Yo Ho, go ahead and die
Kick the bucket, bite the dust, and dryly say goodbye!
Yo Ho, Yo Ho, go ahead and die
A poison frog or too much grog — Go Ahead and Die!
From falling, mauling or keelhauling — Go Ahead and Die!
Got our share and we don’t care — Go Ahead and Die!		 	     

61 September 1, 2011
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This is My Building     Key of G, Start on G
tune:  This is My Country
lyrics by Kathy Miner, Madison Raging Grannies

This is MY building, I pay the tax;
This is MY building, I want it back!
I vote in all elections, Wisconsin, the free --
And this is MY building,
Return it to me!

This is OUR building, now hear us sing;
This is OUR building, let freedom ring!
We are true and loyal citizens, our word you can trust --
And this is OUR building,
Return it to us!

69  April 28, 2011
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Move to Amend      Key of G, Start on D
Tune: “Johnny’s So Long at the Fair”
Lyrics © by Vicki Ryder

CHORUS:  Oh dear, what can the matter be?
   Big money is killing democracy;
   We’re fed up with the Fat Cat’s hypocrisy/
   We need to Move to Amend.
 
The Supreme Court’s decided that big corporations
Can donate to candidates all through our nation.
They buy our elections with disinformation/
So we need to Move to Amend.

CHORUS 

The candidates have to take money that’s dirty,
Or they can’t buy ads on the news at six-thirty,
And folks don’t have access to news that is worthy/
So we need to Move to Amend.

CHORUS 

Corporations back candidates who help the wealthy,
While poor people cannot afford to stay healthy!
Our tax money’s wasted on bombs that are stealthy/ 
So we need to Move to Amend.

CHORUS

70
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We Shall Not Be Moved     Start on F
(traditional)
New lyrics by Lou & Peter Berryman, February 18, 2011

CHORUS: We shall not, we shall not be moved (x2)
  Just like a tree that’s planted by the water
  We shall not be moved

We’ll keep this rally rolling, we shall not be moved
Altho we could be bowling, we shall not be moved
Just like a tree that’s planted by the water
We shall not be moved.

For the teachers who have taught us, we shall not be moved 
For the folks who drive the school bus, we shall not be moved.
Just like a tree…

CHORUS

We are teens and tweens and geezers, we shall not be moved 
Like a deer tick in the tweezers, we shall not be moved.
Just like a tree…

Until things get much better, we shall not be moved
Like a two-ton block of cheddar, we shall not be moved
Just like a tree….

CHORUS

72  May 11, 2011
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We Shall Not Be Moved (Solidarity Sing Along plus Spanish version)

CHORUS:! We shall not, we shall not be moved, 
! ! ! We shall not, we shall not be moved, 
! ! ! Just like a tree that’s standing by the water side, 
! ! ! We shall not be moved.

Estamos en la lucha por la libertad
Estamos en la lucha, no nos moverán 
Ya sea en España, Egipto o en Wisconsin — No nos moverán.

De Madrid a Madison, no nos moverán
De Madrid a Madison, no nos moverán
Ya sea en España, Egipto o en Wisconsin — No nos moverán.

CHORUS:! We shall not...
! !  
We’re fighting for our freedom, we shall not be moved. 
We’re fighting for our children, we shall not be moved.
Just like a tree that’s standing by the water side, we shall not be moved.

For the teachers who have taught us, we shall not be moved. 
For the folks who drive the school bus, we shall not be moved.
Just like a tree that’s standing by the water side, we shall not be moved.

CHORUS:! We shall not...

We’re brothers together, we shall not be moved. 
We’re sisters together, we shall not be moved. 
Just like a tree that’s standing by the water side, we shall not be moved.

CHORUS:! We shall not...

72A     September 7, 2011
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No Nos Moverán	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Start on F
tune:  We Shall Not Be Moved
lyrics:  Joan Baez, Los Lobos, Augustin Lira, Luis Valdez, songwriters in Spain for Wis Uprising. 
Mary Sanderson, Madison Raging Grannies
 	
Chorus:	 No, no, no nos moverán!	 	 We shall not, we shall not be moved
	 	 No, no, no nos moverán!	 	 We shall not, we shall not be moved
	 	 Como un árbol, firme junto al río  Like a tree planted by the water

	 	 No nos moverán!	 	 	 We shall not be moved	

1. Unidos en la lucha, no nos moverán!	   United in the struggle, we shall not be moved

Unidos en la lucha, no nos moverán!
 Como un árbol, firme junto al río 
 No nos moverán!

Chorus:	 No, no, no, nos moverán!  (etc)
	

1. Queremos sueldos justos, no nos moverán ...  We want just wages

2. Todos somos uno, no nos moverán…	 	 We are all one

3. Velando por los nietos, no nos moverán   Watching out for our grandchildren

4. Cantando y riendo, no nos moverán…  Singing and laughing

72 B  Version for 1/18/12
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Solidarity Forever 	 	 	 	             Key  of F, Start on C
Ralph Chaplin, 1915, verse 4 by Faith Petrick and verses 5 & 6 by Steve Suffet

Chorus:  	 Solidarity forever, Solidarity forever!
Solidarity forever, for the union makes us strong.

1. When the union’s inspiration through the workers’ blood shall run, 
There can be no power greater anywhere beneath the sun;
Yet what force on earth is weaker than the feeble strength of one,
But the union makes us strong

2.  It is we who plowed the prairies, built the cities where they trade
Dug the mines and built the workshops, endless miles of railroad laid;
Now we stand outcast and starving midst the wonders we have made,
But the union makes us strong.

3. They have taken untold millions that they never toiled to earn,
But without our brain and muscle not a single wheel could turn;
We can break their haughty power, gain our freedom when we learn,
That the union makes us strong

4.  It is we that wash the dishes, scrub the floors and chase the dirt,
Feed the kids and send them off to school and then we go to work;
Where we work for half wages for a boss that likes to flirt,
But the union makes us strong.

5.  They say our day is over and they say our time is through,
They say you need no union if your collar isn’t blue;
Well that is just another lie the boss is telling you, 
For the union makes us strong.	

6.  They divide us by our color, they divide us by our tongue,
They divide us men and women, they divide us old and young;
But they’ll tremble at our voices when they hear these verses sung,
For the union makes us strong.

7.  In our hands is placed a power greater than their hoarded gold,
Greater than the might of armies  magnified a thousand fold;
We can bring to birth a new world from the ashes of the old, 
For the union makes us strong.	

73	 March 30, 2011
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Wisconsin Farm Song                   Start on D (-scon)
tune:  Old McDonald Had a Farm
lyrics:  Kathy Miner, Madison Raging Grannies

NOTE:  Do not rush tempo!

A Wisconsin fam’ly had a farm, E-I-E-I-O!
And on this farm they grew some corn, E-I-E-I-O!
With a tractor here, and a combine there,
Here a vroom, there a vroom, everywhere a vroom, vroom …
Wisconsin fam’ly had a farm, E-I-E-I-O!

Will fam’ly farms be a thing of the past?  E-I-E-I-O!
So precious few have managed to last; E-I-E-I-O!
With a scrape, scrape here and a scrimp, scrimp there,
Here a scrimp, there a scrape, now the land’s in bad shape –
Will fam’ly farms be a thing of the past?  E-I-E-I-O!

Factory farms on a monstrous scale, E-I-E-I-O!
Manure and urine over hill and dale, E-I-E-I-O!
With a poop-pile here and a pee-puddle there,
Here a puddle, there a pile, spreading over many miles –
Factory farms on monstrous scale, E-I-E-I-O!

Let’s go back to Wisconsin fam’ly farms, E-I-E-I-O!
Do the people good and the earth no harm, E-I-E-I-O!
With a beet field here and a cornfield there,
Here a field, there a field, everywhere the land is healed –
Back to Wisconsin fam’ly farms, E-I-E-I-O!!

  76 
September 6, 2016
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Sentimental Journey 2011    Key of G, Start on B
Tune “Sentimental Journey”)
Betsy Schussler, Northwoods Grannies  5/7/11

Gonna take a sentimental journey,
Back when labor rights were king.
Before big business bought our politicians
Destroyed collective bargaining.

Had a job, good benefits and wages,
Enough to keep my family fed.
Then Walker came, yanked out the rug from under,
We’re hangin’ by a slender thread.

   (Refrain)
Labor…Fighting Bob supported labor!
Knew it helped enrich our neighbor
Now we’re facing loss of dignity
How can it be?

Pulled my bootstraps up but there’s a limit,
Can’t ignore this sense of dread.
Forced to march, to occupy our statehouse
Negotiations all but dead.

   (Refrain)

Gonna take a sentimental journey,
Back when labor rights were king.
Before big business bought our politicians
Destroyed collective bargaining.

78  June 7, 2011
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My Gun
Tune:   My Guy         Key of G, start on D
Lyrics by Kathy Miner and Sara Williams, Madison Raging Grannies

Concealed carry law
Lets me hide it in my bra, // it’s my gun!    (my gun)
Nothing you can do
Cause I’m stuck like glue to my gu-u-un

I’m sticking with my gun
Like sugar to a bun//
Like birds of a feather
We // stick together
I’m telling you from the start
I can’t be torn apart from my gun.

Concealed carry’s great
If your heart’s filled with hate, // it’s my gun   (my gun)
If my mind isn’t sound
No one checks my background, it’s my gu-u-u-n.

Don’t wanna hear any // talk of limits
Don’t want reform, or // even permits --
I don’t know how to use it/
But I never want to lose it, it’s my gun.

As a matter of opinion, I think it’s fine --
This little ‘piece’ is mine, all mine!
As a matter of taste, I think it’s good
Guns all over my / neighborhood!

Nothing you could show could make me say no to my gun,   (my gun)
Nothing you reveal could alter how I feel ‘bout my gu-u-u-n,
It’s fundamental // to my honor, the law says ‘carry’ // and I’m gonna –
You best be believin’, I won’t soon be leavin’ // my gun.

You best be believin’, I won’t soon be leavin’ my gun    (tell me more?)
There’s no law today gonna take me away from my gun … (what you say?)
Concealed carry law lets me hide it in my bra…  (whispered)
(spoken by all):  it’s my gun!
  

79  July 1, 2011
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This Land is Your Land — Wisconsin
As sung at WNPJ Solidarity Sing Along in the Madison Capitol
Enhanced chorus lyrics by Peter Leidy

CHORUS:
	 This land is your land, this land is my land
	 From Lake Geneva to Madeline Island
	 From the rolling prairies to our lovely dairies
	 WISCONSIN was made for you and me

As I was walking a ribbon of highway
I saw above me an endless skyway
I saw below me a golden valley
This land was made for you and me

CHORUS

The sun came shining as I was strolling
The wheat fields waving, and the dust clouds rolling
As the fog was lifting a voice was chanting
This land was made for you and me

CHORUS

As I was walkin'  -  I saw a sign there
And on that sign it said – PRIVATE PROPERTY
But on the other side, it didn't say nothin!
That side was made for you and me!
	 CHORUS

In the squares of the city, in the shadow of the steeple
In the Capitol, I seen my people
And some are grumblin’ and some are wonderin’
If this land’s still made for you and me
	 CHORUS
(note:  Final chorus options with song #74)

80
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Privatize       Key of  G, Start on D
Tune:  Baby Face
Lyrics:  Barbara Barton, Raging Grannies of Madison

Privatize
That’s all they want to do is privatize
Get rid of Public Schools
And tell us lies
Their corporate ties
Control their every thought and move
People suffer – what do they prove? 

When you privatize
The people can’t afford to pay the price
And corporate CEOs
Make more and more
What’s it for
I thought our representatives
Were voting for what’s best for us

Don’t privatize
Let’s keep our public schools
And public parks
Our roads and libraries
And swimming pools
You think we’re fools?
Where’d our country be without them
Privatize and we would lose them

When they privatize
What they’re really sayin’ is more profits for the rich
But people realize we’re not their merchandize —
We’ll never buy their slick sales pitch!

83   July 11, 2012
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Privatize        Key of G, Start on D
Tune:  Baby Face
Lyrics:  Barbara Barton, Madison Raging Grannies

Privatize
That’s all you want to do is privatize
Get rid of Public Schools
And tell us lies
Your corporate ties,
Control your every thought and move
People suffer – what do you prove … 

When you privatize
The people can’t afford to pay the price
And corporate CEOs
Make more and more
What’s it for
I thought our representatives
Were voting for what’s best for us

Don’t privatize
Let’s keep our public schools
And public parks
Our roads and libraries
And swimming pools
You think we’re fools
Where’d our country be without them
Privatize and we would lose them

When you privatize
What you’re really sayin’ is more profits for the rich
When you put people first
Then we will all believe
In your pretty baby face!

83  September 1, 2011  (Barb Barton’s version)
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Three Five O
lyrics and melody by Fred Small, for 350.org

For the snows of Kilimanjaro — three five o
For the children who will follow — three five o
For the seasons ever turning, for the ancient forests burning
Seize the numbers, heed the warning — three five o

	 Step it up, we can’t slow down now,
	 Take my hand and don’t let go,
	 Got to make it to higher ground now — three five o

Glaciers melting, oceans warming — three five o
Cities flooding, insects swarming — three five o
We took the earth and its sweet wonder, paved it over, plowed it under,
Sold it short and still we hunger — three five o

	 Step it up, we can’t slow down now,
	 Take my hand and don’t let go,
	 Got to make it to higher ground now — three five o
	 	 While we are sleeping the night is deepening,
	 	 Lift up your light and shine.

People dying in the heat now — three five o
People marching in the street — for three five o
Blood-red sky, storm tide rising — Can you see that blue horizon?
Keep your eyes on the prize — it’s three five o.

	 Step it up, we can’t slow down now,
	 Take my hand and don’t let go,
	 Got to make it to higher ground now — three five o
	 Three five o
	 Three five o

84  September 7, 2011
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Commonsense Sex           OR... Key of C, Start on E

Oh, you think about romance, oh, you think about love.
Then your brain goes ga-ga, and your mind turns mauve.
So before it gets heavy, think about what’s next –
Think about a little condom, if you’re thinkin’ sex!

CHORUS:  Bye, bye, fear, bye, bye, circumstance,
   Hello, I’m in charge, not takin’ a stupid cha-ance;
   I’m usin’ my common se-ense!

Oh, he doesn’t want a condom, to express his love,
Says nothin’ will happen, ’cause we’re so in love …
Well, show him where the door is, ‘cause it just ain’t right –
You’ll have the baby, he’ll be out all night!

CHORUS:  Bye, bye fear....

In the old days babies burdened young lives down
Before they were ready, to settle down;
But now, see, with condoms — no need to fear 
Safe sex is the best sex they’ve invented, dear!

CHORUS:  Bye, bye fear....

(skip this verse) So you say you wanna travel, go and see the world.
   Oh you wanna do some great things, all the tales you’ve heard.
   If you’ve got a little condom, and other sex tips, now –
   You can build yourself a great life, and it starts right now!

CHORUS:  Bye, bye, fear, bye, bye, circumstance,
   Hello, I’m in charge, not takin’ a stupid cha-ance;
   I’m usin’ my common se-ense!
    I’m usin’ my CONDOM sense

85  September 7, 2011

Written by Rose DeShaw, Kingston Raging Grannies; tune:  “Bye Bye Love”
Verse starts on D; chorus on G
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‘ADDAMS FAMILY’ CONDOM SONG 
Written by Rose DeShaw, Kingston Raging Grannies; revisions by Kathy Miner & Metje Butler
Tune:  “The Addams Family TV Theme” … pickup note is G, going to C
Hear tune at  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YFk4b6yeX4&feature=related

They’re latex and they’re rubber                 [hold up & stretch condoms]
They’ll help you like no other;
Don’t use them??  What a nutter!!
It’s condoms now for me!

Da-da-da-dum (snap-snap), Da-da-da-dum (snap-snap)
Da-da-da-dum... Da-da-da-dum... Da-da-da-dum (snap-snap)

They just aren’t controversial —
They don’t need a rehearsal;          
Without them, no reversal —                          
It’s condoms now for me!

Da-da-da-dum (snap-snap), Da-da-da-dum (snap-snap)
Da-da-da-dum... Da-da-da-dum... Da-da-da-dum (snap-snap)

No condoms?  What a rookie!                    [Make “stay-away” gestures]
Just think about it cookie!
Not using them is spooky --
And AIDS should make you flee!
       
    Or other STDs!  
             
       Or unplanned Pregnancy!         
[Front row of Grannies parts, revealing “pregnant” Granny in back.  Other Grannies stare at 
her and gasp.]
                 

86 January24, 2013
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We Need Planned Parenthood     Start on B

Original lyrics by the Peninsula Raging Grannies, New verses by Vicki Ryder; small changes by Kathy Miner
Tune:  Battle Hymn of  the Republic

1 We’re the Raging Grannies and we’re here to take a stand,
 To keep free choice for women and to keep our families planned.
 We won’t go back to hangers if  our right to choose is banned!
 We rage for women’s lives.

CHORUS:  No more dying in back alleys!
  We’ll keep raging in these rallies
  Until we stop these crazy schemes against Planned Parenthood,
  We rage for women’s lives.
   
2 We stand here on the street and wonder at the sad disgrace  (street or stage)

 That women’s rights might simply disappear without a trace.
 We put aside our rolling pins to save the human race –
 We rage for women’s lives.

CHORUS:  No more dying in back alleys...

3 We’ve come here to this program and it’s not just for the sport, 
 To tell the world that we must keep the rights for which we fought –
 The right to plan our families and, if  needed, to abort!         
 We rage for women’s rights.

CHORUS:  No more dying in back alleys...

4 We won’t lie down and take it when they make these budget cuts
 While they spend our taxes for the wars – we think they must be nuts!
 It’s time to tell the world there can’t be any ifs or buts,
 We need Planned Parenthood!

CHORUS:  No more dying in back alleys...

87  March 14, 2012
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Move Your Money       Start on D
Tune: “Roll Out the Barrel”
New Lyrics by Vicki Ryder with thanks to Granny Ruth Zalph for the inspiration
Revised by Raging Grannies of Madison, November, 2011

Move all your money
Out of the big banks today!
Vote with your money
’Cause that’s the American way.
We’ll show the bankers
That we don’t need them anymore.
We’re goin’ to our local credit union
Where our money will earn more!

Bank of America,
Chase Bank and CitiGroup, too,
Take millions in profits 
And don’t give a fig about you.
They don’t pay taxes,
Not even one single red cent,
But they have no problem takin’ bailouts
From the ninety-nine percent!

Say “no” to bankers
Who suffer from terminal greed.
Move all your money
And let’s help the poor folks in need.
The big banks have failed us
Though they say they’re too big to fail.
It’s time now to move all our money
And put the banksters all in jail.

90  November 8, 2011
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Drones in the Sky  Key of C, Start on G tune: Home on the  
    Range lyrics: Jan Harwood, Albuquerque Grannies and Connie  
    Graves,  Tucson Grannies 

Oh give us a home 
Where no predators roam 
Where no pilot-less lethal planes fly. 
Where poor folks are safe ! In their own living space !  
And drones rain no death from the sky. 

Drones, drones in the sky 
Who knows o’er which country they’ll fly?  
And if their bombs hit ! Off target a bit !  
Innocent people will die. 

Oh we want a place 
Where there’s no space arms race 
Where robotics and drones are all banned  
Where no video war 
Sends drones off to soar 
Under yours or my country’s command. 

Eyes, eyes in the sky 
Their targets can all go awry 
And those in their sight ! Have no chance of flight !  
It’s a program that we must defy. 

Drones, drones in the sky 
Who knows o’er which country they’ll fly?  
And if their bombs hit ! Off target a bit !  
Innocent people will die. 

And if their bombs hit ! Off target a bit !  
Innocent people will die.

91 
September 6, 2016
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Citizens United Anniversary Song 
Tune:  Happy Birthday
Lyrics:  Rebecca Alwin, Raging Grannies of Madison

It's been six years now.
Our government's broken and how!
It's called Citizens United,
This wrong must be righted!

People have voted against it
Continue to protest it too, 
We loved our democracy,
Don't want this plutocracy!
 
What is that you ask?
While the wealthy all bask,
In favors their PACs bought,
While we are distraught.
 
Think of a happy ending,
While this message we're sending.
We'll Move to Amend,
Don't doubt it, my friend!

92
  January, 2016
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Mining in the Northwoods      Start on A
Tune: Are You Going to Scarborough Fair
Lyrics: Linda Roberson & Rebecca Alwin

1 Have you been to Wisconsin's North Woods?
 / Maples, beeches, red oak and pine, 
 Trout streams, loons, cat tails, and be-ars, but
 NOT a horrible open pit mine.

2 (skip)

3 Have you been to Pen-o-o-kee Hills?
 / Home of Chippewa Bad River Band,
 Wild rice fields and cranberry bo-gs, 
 Don't let mining ruin our land!

4 (skip) 
 
5 Mercury, lead, arsenic and waste
 / Acid water, tailings and strife 
 Contamination in our ground water
 We demand a healthier life.

6 Have you been to Wisconsin's North Woods?
 / Musky, moose, and po-orcupine, 
 Rice fields, as-pen, basswood and a-sh, but
 NE-VER an iron ore open pit mine.

      94BF  4 verse version Sept, 2013
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Wisconsin's Beauty (formerly Mining in the Northwoods)              A minor
Tune: Are You Going to Scarborough Fair
Lyrics: Linda Roberson & Rebecca Alwin

1 Have you been to Wisconsin's North Woods?
 / Maples, beeches, red oak and pine, 
 Trout streams, loons, cat tails, and be-ars, 
 Wisconsin's beauty, a true love of mine.

2  Have you searched the woods for morels?
 /Have you listened for warbler and thrush?
 Have you seen the great eagles so-ar, or
 Fished for walleye in clear water's rush?

3 Have you been to Pen-o-o-kee Hills?
 / Home of Chippewa Bad River Band,
 Wild rice fields and cranberry bo-gs, 
 Don't/ let mining ruin the land!

4  Have you seen the fox and the deer?
 /Otters, elk, grey wolf, mink and more
 All Earth's creatures needing their space
 Not rape of the land that none can restore

5 

6 Have you been to Wisconsin's North Woods?
 / Musky, moose, and po-orcupine, 
 Water falls, as-pen, basswood and a-sh, 
 Wisconsin's beauty, a true love of mine.

94
July 30, 2016
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Mining in the Northwoods      Start on A
Tune: Are You Going to Scarborough Fair
Lyrics: Linda Roberson, Madison Solidarity Singers

1 Have you been to Wisconsin's North Woods?
 / Maples, beeches, red oak and pine, 
 Trout streams, loons, cat tails, and be-ars, but
 NOT a horrible open pit mine.

2 Have you searched the woods for morels?
 / Have you listened for warbler and thrush?
 Have you seen the great eagles so-ar, or
 Fished for walleye in clear water's rush?

3 Have you been to Pen-o-o-kee Hills?
 Home of Chippewa Bad River Band,
 Wild rice fields and cranberry bo-gs, 
 Don't let mining ruin our land!

4 Have you seen the fox and the deer, 
 / Otters, elk, grey wolf, mink and more--
 Threatened now by new legislation, and
 Rape of our land we cannot restore.
 
5 Mercury, lead, arsenic and waste
 / Acid water, tailings and strife 
 Contamination in our ground water
 We demand a healthier life.

6 Have you been to Wisconsin's North Woods?
 / Musky, moose, and po-orcupine, 
 Rice fields, as-pen, basswood and a-sh, but
 NE-VER an iron ore open pit mine.

      94  March 13, 2013
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Were You Mad?
Author:  Vicki Ryder, revised by Kathy Miner & Rebecca Alwin 
Tune:  “Billy Boy”

Were you mad when all our taxes
Went to fund a senseless war?
Were you mad when they didn’t shut down Gitmo?
Were you mad when they used torture,
Or our jobs went overseas?
NO!  You’re mad ’cause more people will get health care.

Were you mad when our surplus
Turned into a deficit?
When we spent more than a trillion on the wa-ars?
When our schools were going bankrupt
While the fat-cats got bailed out?
NO! You’re mad ’cause more people will get health care.

Were you mad when banks and companies
Kept piling up the dough,
While we lost our jobs, our health care, and our pensions?
When “deregulation” meant that
People’s houses got foreclosed?
NO! You’re mad ’cause more people will get health care.

You c'n call us socialists
Or call us any name you like,
But we Grannies know the truth, and that’s for su-ure,
We could pay our nation’s debts
And get everyone’s needs met
If it weren't for corporate wealthfare and those wars.

When the people’s needs are met,
The-en you can surely bet
That we won’t be MAD (we'll all be glad!) when everyone has 
health care!

95  October 9, 2013
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Raging Grannies Go Rolling Along
Author: Sunny Armer, Raging Grannies WOWW

Tune: The Army Goes Rolling Along (Caisson Song)

We go here, we go there,
We go almost anywhere,
Raging Grannies go rolling along.

Some on foot, some in chairs,
Canes and walkers do their share,
Raging Grannies go rolling along.

 Give us more access!
 We can’t stand for less.
 Enforce the ADA is our song — 
     MORE RAMPS! [shouted]

 Try to keep us out,
 And you will hear us shout:
 Raging Grannies keep rolling along! 
     KEEP ’EM ROLLING! [Grannettes]

 Raging Grannies keep rolling along!

96 February 23, 2012
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War is Not the Answer
Written by Patrick Scanlon, Veterans for Peace 12-8-2010

	 	 War is not the answer never was never will
	 	 We will never live in peace unless and until
	 	 We learn to love each other, not bomb, maim and kill
	 	 Cause……. War is not the answer never was,  never will.

1	 Think of all the weapons we make around the world
	 Investing brains and money in the best ways how to kill
	 If we could use that money for the betterment of man
	 And care about each other, there’d be peace throughout the land.

2	 Think of all the children who suffer due to wars
	 Think of all the families, (together never more) 
	 Think of all the soldiers who lost both life and limb
	 When we fight the battles, no one ever wins.

3	 Rid the world of weapons, think what we could do
	 Jobs and education, universal health care too
	 Invest into our future, (imagine how’d it be) 
	 A cleaner environment, peace and harmony.

4	 We can make the changes, it never is too late 
	 The world can be a better place, (peace stands at the gate)
	 If we join together and finally decide
	 To have the peace that’s waiting, just on the other side.

5	 Some may say we’re crazy, stupid and naïve
	 We can never live in peace, ‘cause wars will always be
	 Well I believe it’s possible, if we join hand in hand (stop)
	 To create a better world, with peace in every land.

97  May 28, 2012
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Can’t Buy our Votes
Tune:  Money Can’t Me Love by the beloved Beetles 
Lyrics:  Mary Sanderson, Rebecca Alwin, and Kathy Miner of the Raging Grannies of Madison

We don’t care too ~~ much for money
Money can’t buy our votes!

1. You say you want to o-pen Wisco-onsin
 For business for our own good
 Sell the water cheap and labor too
 Take wo-men’s rights if you could

CHORUS: We don’t care too ~~ much for money
       Money can’t buy our votes!
       Can’t buy our vo-otes
       Everybody tells me so
       Can’t buy our vo-otes
       No no no!      No!

2.   Spending Billions on ele-ections
 Makes you high-cost merchandize.
 But those TV ads don’t work on us
 Our ballot’s got no price!

CHORUS: We don’t care too ~~ much for money
       Money can’t buy our votes!
       Can’t buy our vo-otes
       Everybody tells me so
       Can’t buy our vo-otes
       No no no!      No!

No, we don’t care too ~~ much for money
‘Cause [spoken] MONEY ... CAN’T ... BUY ... OUR ... VOTES!

    
98  October 10, 2012
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Hydrofracturing Sucks!
Lyrics:  Vicki Ryder (Triangle, NC) 9/14/11
Tune:  Battle Hymn of the Republic

The USA’s addicted now to fossil fuel and oil,
And hydrofracking’s on the rise; that makes our blood just boil!
We know that fracking will destroy our water and our soil....
Hydrofracturing just sucks!

CHORUS:
	 So Take your freakin’ frackin’ drills and keep ‘em from our town,
	 We don’t want your fracking turning all our water brown,
	 Take your freakin’ frackin’ drills or we will shut you down!
	 Hydrofracturing just sucks.

It blows in nasty chemicals and poisons all the water;
And causes quakes beneath the earth/  a thing it shouldn’t oughta;
We want safe drinking water for our sons and for our daughters,
Hydrofracturing just sucks!

CHORUS

99  June 13, 2012
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Frac Sand Mining   
tune:  Battle Hymn of the Republic  
lyrics:  Rebecca Alwin and Vicki Ryder

1. The USA's addicted now to fossil fuel and oil 
 And hydrofracking's on the rise, that makes our blood just boil
 That frickin' frackin' will destroy our water and our soil
 Hydrofracturing just sucks!

2. Wisconsin has the sand they need to frack in other states
 Our local boards get stacked with profit-blinded candidates
 Strip mines don't make good neighbors, will destruction be our fate?
 (While) profiteers count all their bucks!

CHORUS: Say no to frickin' frac sand mines, they bring us too much woe
  Health risks are way too high/ and our wells are dropping low
  Vote out the profiteers / give polluters the old heave-ho
  Our land we won't give up!

3. The mining guys will talk of jobs and need for energy
 But tourists travel to our state for gorgeous scenery
 The health 'n beauty of the land depends on you and me
 Sand mining just destructs!

4.        Let’s learn to live a different way, renewing energy 
 We must not give our land up to the mining companies
 Our children need the land to be as healthy as can be
 Hydrofracturing just sucks!

CHORUS: Say no to frickin' frac sand mines, they bring us too much woe
  Health risks are way too high/ and our wells are dropping low
  Vote out the profiteers / give polluters the old heave-ho
  Our land we won't give up!

99B
   July 30, 2016
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We’re Not Giving Up!	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Start on E
Tune:  We Shall Not Be Moved
Lyrics:  Sara Williams, Raging Grannies of Madison

CHORUS:	 We are not, we’re not giving up!
	 	 	 We are not EVER giving up!
	 	 	 We know we’re in this struggle for the long haul —
	 	 	 We have just begun.

Shoulder to shoulder, we’re not giving up
Although we’re growing older, we’re not giving up
We know we’re in this struggle for the long haul
We have just begun.

WE ain’t sittin’ crying, we’re not giving up
The Left is not dying, we’re not giving up
We know we’re in this struggle for the long haul
We have just begun.

CHORUS:	 We are not, we’re not giving up!
	 	 	 We are not EVER giving up!
	 	 	 We know we’re in this struggle for the long haul —
	 	 	 We have just begun.

We’re up against Big Dollar, we’re not giving up
We still know how to holler, we’re not giving up
We know we’re in this struggle for the long haul
We have just begun.

CHORUS:	

         100 
May 23, 2013

         100 
May 23, 2013
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The Uterus Song 
Tune:  Bye Bye Blackbird 
Lyrics: Vicki Ryder, Sara Williams, Ginny Shannon, Barbara Barton 
WI Verse lyrics: Kathy Miner, Sheila Plotkin 

1. Down in Flor-i-da,  

    Legislators pitched a fit — Don’t say “Uterus!” 

    You can send our kids to war 

    While watching your investments soar — Don’t say “Uterus!” 

 It’s okay to say erectile dysfunction,  

 Spend taxes for Viagra — screw everyone 

We’re not going to pussyfoot, talking ‘bout our precious parts — 

We’ll say “Uterus” 

2. Ya take funds from Planned Parenthood, 

    Take all our rights if ya could — Don’t say “Uterus!” 

    You think abortion is a sin 

    But what’s that fetus growing in? — Don’t say “Uterus!” 

 We’re not ashamed to call our parts their right names 

 We’re mad as hell at men who play these mind games 

Now you best protect our rights, say it out in the light —  

Celebrate... that word! 

3. In Michigan, while talking laws, 

    The gavel dropped, the leader roared — Don’t say “Vagina!” 

    I guess this is another word  

    We shouldn’t say — How absurd!  Don’t say “Vagina!” 

 You’re not afraid to touch it under covers,  

 Now listen to advice from your grandmothers:  

End the wars!  Feed the poor!  DO what you’re elected for!  
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Don’t fear these words! 

4. Here in our home state, our legislators say to us //  Don’t allow ABORTION! 

Even forms of birth control, they want to own us body and soul//  Don’t allow ABORTION! 

 With ultrasounds and hurdles we're encumbered, 

 Planned Parenthood’s free clinic days are numbered. 

Women’s bodies -- women’s choice –  

Women’s health -- women’s voice – 

We’ll claim these words! 

UTERUS!   VAGINA!  CHOICE! 

101 
September 19, 2016
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Say No to GMOs      
Tune:  “It ain’t going to rain no more” 
Lyrics:  Barbara Barton & Metje Butler, Madison Raging Grannies

1. We grow corn, it fills our fields
We find it everywhere
But people of the World don’t want our food
If GMOs are there.

Chorus
Put on those poisons to our fields
The plants they will survive
With GMOs they stay alive
While the world around them dies.

2. New trade agreement with Korea
The people there protest
They say no to GMOs
But we say we know best

3. Don’t you worry GMOs are fine
Monsanto says it’s so,
Then why do they fight a label law
Spending lots of dough.

Chorus

102 May 23, 2013
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Water Song         Key of A

Author: Victoria Grannies 10/18/09, revised by Raging Grannies of Madison 6/13/12
Tune: Three Little Fishes

It’s wet, it’s wild, it’s wonderful, it comes from the tap.
We trust our local water board it won’t be full of crap.
It’s not for us to sell and it’s not for you to buy.
Mess with Mother Nature and she’ll squirt you in the eye.

CHORUS: 
 Gargle with it, gurgle in it, splash it in the sink.
 You’ll never find another drop that’s healthier to drink.
 The sun sucks up the ocean; it comes down free as rain.
 Nature doesn’t send it for anybody’s gain.

You can color it and bottle it or call it H2O.
Pretend that you’re improving it and make a lot of dough.
We all know that its theft and we should not have to buy
What should be free for everyone ‘cause no one owns the sky.

CHORUS: 
 Gargle with it, gurgle in it, splash it in the sink.
 You’ll never find another drop that’s healthier to drink.
 The sun sucks up the ocean; it comes down free as rain.
 Nature doesn’t send it for anybody’s gain.

103
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Are You Listening Dems?
Tune:  Dem Bones
Lyrics: Mary Sanderson, Raging Grannies of Madison

Chorus:	 Hey Dems, Yo Dems, are you listening Dems?
	 	 Hey Dems, Yo Dems, are you listening Dems?
	 	 Hey Dems, Yo Dems, are you listening Dems?
	 	 Oh, Hear the voice of the people!

1.	 Greed is connected to corruption
	 Corruption connected to politics.
	 Politics connected to war.
	 Oh, Hear the voice of the people.
Chorus:  (with rhythm)

2.      War is connected to trauma.  
	 Trauma connected to revenge.
	 Revenge connected to more war. 
	 Oh, Hear the voice of the people!
Chorus:  (with dancing)

3.	 Leadership connected to conservation
	 Conservation connected to clean air
	 Clean air connected to healthy kids.
	 Oh, Hear the voice of the people!
Chorus:  (Shake dem bones!)

4.	 Healthy kids are connected to happiness
	 Happiness connected to less greed
	 Less greed connected to survival
	 Oh, Hear the voice of the people.

104 October 25, 2012
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Our Vision
Lyrics: Sally-Alice Thompson, Albuquerque, revised Madison Grannies Nov, 2014  
Tune: Battle Hymn of the Republic

Chorus:  Glory, glory hallelujah
Greedy men no more will rule ya
Corporate media won’t fool ya
The truth will make us free

(softer, increasing volume as the verse continues)
Mine eyes have seen the glory of a coming world of peace
With the blessed end of poverty, equalities increase.
A healthier environment, Great schools for one and all
Peace and Justice is our call!

Chorus:  Glory, glory hallelujah
Greedy men no more will rule ya
Corporate media won’t fool ya
The truth will make us free

 
(softer, increasing volume as the verse continues)
In the beauty of our Mother Earth, we’ll fly a peaceful dove
With security for everyone across the sea with love.
We’ll reject the grapes of wrath, the bitter taste of hate and fear
With values we hold dear

Chorus:  Glory, glory hallelujah
Greedy men no more will rule ya
Corporate media won’t fool ya
The truth will make us free 
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Paper Trail Voting  
tune: My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean  
lyrics: Vicki Ryder, revised by Rebecca Alwin
 
1. I think that I recently voted
 I can't say that I know for sure
 Cause they used a counting contraption
 Who knows who my vote counted for?

2. Computers are known for their glitches
 Of that / there can be no doubt
 And it's easy for any old hacker
 to change the way voting turns out!

CHORUS: Outlaw, Outlaw, Outlaw the secret machines, machines.
  Bring back, bring back, bring paper ballots to me!

3. Voting machines are all tested 
 To make sure the totals add up
 But flipped votes don't alter the total
 No one can tell they're corrupt. 

4. My bank has an annual audit
 I wouldn't trust one that does not – Would you?(spoken by one Granny) 
 My state says trust tallies from touch-screens
 Open practices now must be sought!

CHORUS: Outlaw, Outlaw, Outlaw the secret machines, machines.
  Bring back, bring back, bring paper ballots to me!

5. (optional)  Elections lately are so close
  For transparency we are all keen
  'Cause we cannot trust our elections
  'Til all of our ballots are seen!  (SLOW — the whole line)

106  December 12, 2012
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In Praise of  Title Nine/Take Me Out to the Girls’ Game 
Tune: Take Me Out to the Ball Game
Lyrics: Kathy Miner and Barbara Arnold for the Raging Grannies of  Madison, WI

1. Let’s go down to the girls’ game,
 They can play every sport;
 Soccer and hockey and basketball
 Golf, bowling, track and field – they do them all;
 So we’ll root, root, root, for the WOMEN,
 ’Cause they can win every time –
 And it’s hip, hip, hip, hip HOORAY
 For our Title Nine!

2. It’s not just about sports, friends,
 Title Nine did much more;
 Girls taking shop class and boys in home ec –
 Everyone’s typing – now what will come next?
 And it’s root, root, root for all genders,
 ‘Cause we’re all winners this way –
 And it’s hip, hip, hip, hip hooray
 Title Nine today!

3. Still, I’m loving the girls’ game;
 What we see makes us proud:
 Girls growing up / so strong and cool,
 Both in the classroom and a-after school.
 So let’s praise their skills and their confidence,
 At work, at home and at play –
 Yes, it’s hip, hip, hip, hip HOORAY!!
 For our Title Nine!

107   April 25, 2013
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Couldn’t Lay Hands on a Gun
Music and lyrics by Tom Paxton
Tune:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G14ZbqDHe-s&feature=share

What if, no matter how angry he was, how furious he was, how outraged he was,
What if, no matter how angry he was, he couldn’t lay hands on a gun?
Oh, he couldn’t lay hands on a gun?

What if, no matter how right he was, how wrong they were, how evil they were,
What if, no matter how right he was, he couldn’t lay hands on a gun?
Oh, he couldn’t lay hands on a gun?

	 No rifle, no pistol, no shotgun in sight, 
	 No revolver, automatic, no assault gun tonight,
	 No clip filled with bullets anywhere to be found, 
	 No weapons just lying around?

What if no matter how angry he was, how furious he was, how murderous he was,
What if, no matter how angry he was, he couldn’t lay hands on a gun?
Oh, he couldn’t lay hands on a gun?

	 If he went through the stuff in his back seat and trunk,
	 His attic, his basement, and piles of junk,
	 If he came up empty-handed, again and again,
	 Tell me, what would he do then?

What if no matter how angry he was, how furious he was, how murderous he was,
What if, no matter how angry he was, he couldn’t lay hands on a gun?
Oh, he couldn’t lay hands on a gun?
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Lawmaker, Lawmaker
tune: Matchmaker, Matchmaker from Fiddler on the Roof
lyrics: Janet Stonecipher and Rebecca Alwin

Lawmaker, Lawmaker, What is your ruse?
Women get pregnant, We get to choose!
Lawmaker, Lawmaker, You’ve gone too far,
Ele-ections you will lose!

Lawmaker, Lawmaker, Out of my bed
Leave doctors alone, You've got no cred
Lawmaker, Lawmaker, Women know life
Your meddling will only bring strife.

 Women, must be respected
 Our choice, must be protected  
 Women, we will all holler
 If lawmakers try-y to take our power!

Lawmaker, Lawmaker, No rape's legitimate
All rape is violent, We must be rid of it!
Lawmaker, Lawmaker,  Y' don't understand, 
Our bodies // not yours to command!

Lawmaker, Lawmaker, Y' don't understand
Our bodies // not yours to command!    (with emphasis)
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Castle Doctrine Song
Tune:  ‘Today’ by Randy Sparks
New lyrics by Kathy Miner for the Raging Grannies of Madison WI

My home is my castle, where I stand my ground
Especially if I think / an intruder’s around;
I don’t care who you are or if you’re OK,
But I won’t forget / all the rights / that are mine … today.

You might / be the newsboy, you might / be a neighbor,
 Or somebody canvassing from door to door.
 But if / I feel threatened I simply can shoot you –
 No jail time, no penalty, no more.

The courts will uphold me whatever I do,
And if I sho-ould happen to maim or kill you
For being in the wrong place at such a wrong time,
Tough luck for you; they’re unlikely to give you a dime.

You might / be the newsboy, you might / be a neighbor,
 Or somebody canvassing from door to door.
 But if / I feel threatened I simply can shoot you –
 No jail time, no penalty, no more.

My home is my castle, where I stand my ground
Especially if I think / an intruder’s around;
I don’t care who you are or if you’re OK,
But I won’t forget / all the rights / that are mine … today.    (slow down on last line)

 111 June 29, 2013
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Castle Doctrine Song—BobFest Version
Tune:  ‘Today’ by Randy Sparks
New lyrics by Kathy Miner for the Raging Grannies of Madison WI

(Kathy/Suzy) My home is my castle, where I stand my ground
(Phyllis)  Especially [if I] think / an intruder’s around;
(Andrea)  I don’t care who you are or if you’re OK,
(ALL) But I won’t forget / all the rights / that are mine today.

You might / be the newsboy, you might / be a neighbor,
 Or somebody canvassing from door to door.
 (Phyllis) But if / I feel threatened I simply can shoot you –
 No jail time, no penalty, no more.

The courts will uphold me whatever I do,
And if I sho-ould happen to maim or kill you
For being in the wrong place at such a wrong time,
(Andrea-Tough luck for you); ALL--they’re unlikely to give you a dime.

You might / be the newsboy, you might / be a neighbor,
 Or somebody canvassing from door to door.
 (Phyllis)  But if / I feel threatened I simply can shoot you –
 No jail time, no penalty, no more.

My home is my castle, where I stand my ground
Especially [if I] think / an intruder’s around;
I don’t care who you are or if you’re OK,
But I won’t forget / all the rights / that are mine … today.    (slow down on last line)

 111BF June 29, 2013
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Fighting Bob Song (original title:  Gather ’Round)
written by Phil Martin, Edgewood College faculty, for the 1998 musical The Wisconsin Story

Gather ’round, I'll tell you true 
There is one man who'll fight for you 
Both night and day, he's on the job --
Oh, who do I mean?  [spoken] It's Fighting Bob!

Gather ’round, I'll tell you true 
There is one man who'll fight for you 
Both night and day, he's on the job --
Oh, who do I mean?  It's Fighting Bob!

 Take your cap off, wave it in the sky 
And let the people hear our battle cry -- 
Courage, courage! Together we stand,
For the will of the people is the law of the land.

If the tariff cuts the cost of what you eat and wear, 
Who should care?  We should care. 
If the cost of living climbs into the stratosphere, 
Who should care?  Well, we should care. 
If a penny is not worth a penny, pity the poor fool with many, 
What of those who haven't any? 
That's why we should care! 

So gather ’round, I'll tell you true, 
There is one man who'll fight for you 
Both night and day, he's on the job -- 
Oh, who do I mean?  It's Fighting –

Take your cap off, wave it in the sky 
And let the people hear our battle cry -- 
Courage, courage! Together we stand, 
For the will of the people is the law of the land.

So gather ’round, I'll tell you true, 
There is one man who'll fight for you 
Both night and day, he's on the job -- 
Oh, who do I mean?  It's Fighting Bob, 
It's Bob, it’s Belle and Bob, 
It's Belle and Fighting Bob!

112 July 23, 2013
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GRANNY SONG OF SOLIDARITY 
by Kathy Miner, Raging Grannies of Madison WI 
Tune:  Battle Hymn of the Republic 

We’re the Raging Grannies and you guys are all our friends  

Through the rallies and the marches we are buddies to the end 

We are parents, we are teachers, we do every kind of work  

Responsibility we don’t shirk! 

Glory, glory, let’s go protest  

There's always something causing unrest 

Be it health care, education, or a law that is not fair  

We promise we’ll be there! 

We sing for social justice and an end to all the wars 

For equal rights for women and fair treatment for the poor 

Wherever there’s inequity it meets with our dismay 

And we stand with you today! 

Glory, glory, let’s go protest  

There's always something causing unrest 

Be it health care, education, or a law that is not fair  

We promise we’ll be there!   
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If My Uterus Were a Gun      

Written by Lauren Mayer, adapted and used by Raging Grannies with author's permission 

Solo: Have you heard the news of late, how Republicans in state after state 

Are launching big legislative fights against women's reproductive rights?? 

    
But … if … my … uterus were a gun these guys would leave it alone 

They'd say, “oh go have fun, we won't quibble or moan” 

They hate all forms of regulation 'cept when it comes to pro-cre-ation 

Then they'll take away our choices, 'cause they can't hear women's voices! 
          
If … my … cervix were a rifle they would keep their mouths shut 
And maybe they would stifle saying “the Pill is just for sluts” 

When I want to get my eggs lost/ they tell me I should keep my legs crossed! 
They think abstinence education/ is the answer for our nation! 

If … my … ovaries were semi-automatic weapons, all these laws we'd escape 

Our birth control they step on, while still talking a-bout rape 

And in the guise of weird knight erranthood/ they try to get rid of Planned Parenthood  
Cause these men are just so damn sure… just ask the governor of New Hampshire (all) 
 or Texas… or Indiana … or Kansas … or Florida …  (solos on state names)       
      or WIS-CON-SIN!   (all) 

If … our … vaginas were large-capacity ammunition clips 

Life for women would be a breeze 

There would be access to contraception to prevent unwanted pregnancies…  
To protect all fertilized eggs they've sworn  
But the kids are on their own as soon as they're BORN … (slide whistle) 
But all this debate would be done … If my uterus were only a gun! 
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Flush the TPP
by Jan Bohn of Middleton Action Team and Raging Grannies
 Tune: Oh My Darling Clementine,   Encourage audience to join in on the chorus!

CHORUS: Trans-Pacific, Trans-Pacific,
Trans-Pacific Partnership;
Not a trade deal, but a bum deal –
Let’s just flush this TPP!

1. It’s not free trade, it’s a corporate raid
Oh, don’t sign it, Governments;
Jobs are lost and gone forever --
 Don’t agree to TPP!

2. All the power, all the  rights will
Go to global businesses;
But our laws should give us pause --
Let’s not fast-track TPP.

CHORUS

3.  Eleven nations in consultation
With the world-wide one percent
Will try to ram it, but we will slam it,
 We understand the TPP.

4. People everywhere, show us that you care
Unite with us in our dissent;
Off your fannies; join the Grannies,
Help us flush this TPP!

IT’S A BUM DEAL!  (turn our bums to the audience)
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Fanaticism (The True Enemy)
by Kathy Miner, Raging Grannies of Madison WI,   Tune:  Love and Marriage

Fanaticism, fanaticism,
You know it only leads to strife and schism –
Not / to honest sharing,
Or a world of love and / caring!

Fanaticism, fanaticism,
All it does is to create division –
If / we want true healing,
We must respect each other’s / feelings!

Why, why, why the separation, why the exclusion?
Try, try, try and you will only come [2-3-4-5] to one 
conclusion:

Fanaticism, fanaticism,
Whether based on culture or religion --
Only knows its own mind,
Doesn’t serve the greater hu-man-kind!

Why, why, why the separation, why the exclusion?
Try, try, try and you will only come [2-3-4-5] to one 
conclusion:

Fanaticism, fanaticism, 
We must substitute a deeper wisdom –
Then we’ll live in har-mo-ny,
With room for you …
And room for me …
Just think how peaceful it could a-a-all be!

117
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one ideology that is hurting us – it’s the extremists of all sides, who will not listen 
to the viewpoints of others.
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The Sound of Protest
by Kathy Miner, Raging Grannies of Madison WI
Tune:  The Sound of Music

Wisconsin’s alive with the sound of protest,
It seems we have sung for a thousand years.
My heart hears the call of the sound of protest,
My heart wants to sing every song it hears.

We want legislation to save our resources/
Our lakes and our soil and our trees,
We want education that’s fair and responsive
To ALL student needs;
Good health care for all and employment that pays us
A true living wage –
We’ll sing through the night,
If we have to we’ll rant and we’ll rage!

We’ll take to the hills, and the fields and sidewalks
So the people will hear what we clamor for –
And our state will elect
New progressive leaders,
And we’ll cheer …once … more!

118
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Let Every Man ‘neath His Vine and Fig Tree 
Traditional-  Round with two groups 

Let every man ‘neath his vine and fig tree, live in peace and unafraid. 
Let every woman ‘neath her vine and fig tree, live in peace and unafraid. 
And into plowshares beat their swords. 
Nations shall make war no more. 
And into plowshares beat their swords. 
Nations shall make war no more. 

1st time through- all together 
2nd time- group 1 begins and sings twice, 
group 2 begins when group 1 begins "And into" and sings twice 
3rd time- continue in round form (both groups sing all lines 3 times) 
3rd time- group 1 joins group 2 on last two lines 

Last time-some grannies sing Hebrew words, some accompany with "oo" 

Lo yees a goy 
El goy hair-ev 
Lo yeel med doo ohd mil-hah-mah (Repeat) 
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Our Favorite Things 
Tune: My favorite Things from the Sound of Music, Lyrics by Sheila Plotkin  

Clean air and water are precious and fleeting 

Mining and fracking give them both a beating 

Earth cannot make it if we clip her wings 

This planet is one of our favorite things. 

Voting that’s easy and fair and inclusive 

We can't allow them to make it exclusive  

Ballots should come without trapdoors and strings 

Voting is one of our favorite things. 

CHORUS:  

      On the far right, common sense blight 

      Where corruption rules 

      We know what they’re up to and what they’re about 

      Cuz Grannies are no one’s fools. 

Women are grownups with health care decisions 

Toss out the Tea party’s pompous revisions 

Banish the old days to which the right clings 

Women are one of our favorite things. 

Our social contract will soon be in tatters 

Health care and schooling are not private matters 

America needs what the public good brings 

People are one of our favorite things. 

CHORUS 
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Picking on the Poor 
Tune:  Bringing in the Sheaves 
Author:  Peterborough Grans, Ontario, Canada, additional verse by Kathy Miner 

WARNING:  THIS SONG CONTAINS SARCASM. 
Call & Response on lines 1 and 3 of three verses (1s blue, 2s green)  

Picking on the poor / picking on the poor, 
If they cannot pay their rent, kick ‘em out the door! 
Let them feel the cold / let them feel the crunch, 
Cut down welfare payments; they don’t need the lunch! 

Yank their Badger Care / yank their Badger Care, 
If they can’t stay healthy, it’s not our affair. 
Leave them in the street / let them sleep outside, 
Maybe that will teach them, there is no free ride. 

Shut down shelters too / shut down shelters too, 
Why do THEY need counseling?  Who cares what they do? 
Let them feel the pain / let them feel the pinch, 
Republicans don’t listen; they won’t give an inch! 

Picking on the poor,  picking on the poor, 
Those who cut the deficit by picking on the poor  
When they’ve done their stint, when they’ve done their tour  
They will be REMEMBERED for picking on the poor! 

Tambourine 
Last Verse-- hold up pictures/masks of Paul Ryan and Scott Walker 
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Voting Rights 
Tune: “Battle Hymn of the Republic”
Lyrics by Vicki Ryder, Marguerite Coyle, Rebecca Alwin

 
1)  We’re the Raging Grannies and it’s turning our hair gray
     These legislative plots to take our voting rights away
     Our mothers fought to vote and now we fight again today!
     Not one step back! No way!
 
2) They want to take us back in time when owners ruled the land
     When women, blacks, and poor folks from the voting booths were banned
     But this is our democracy and this is our demand:
     Not one step back! No way!
 
" Voting's how we make our choices, Voting's how they hear our voices
" We want a true democracy with voting rights for all!
" Not one step back! No way!

3) The laws are hard for students in this vote suppression game
     Don't you dare change districts or your voting rights are maimed
     Married or divorced, you need the papers that changed your name
     Not one step back! No way!

4) They don't like early voting, but that is the only way
     For some folks// to have a chance to vote and have their say
     Manipulating voting's how they take our power away
     Not one step back! No way!
"
" Voting's how we make our choices, Voting's how they hear our voices
" We want a true democracy with voting rights for all!
" Not one step back! No way!
 
5) We’ve got to get together, young, old, brown and black and white,
    The unemployed and union folks, and work with all our might,
    To show these power brokers that we’ll fight to use our rights.
    Not one step back! No way!
 
" Voting's how we make our choices, Voting's how they hear our voices
 We want a true democracy with voting rights for all!
" Not one step back!  No way! 

122
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Voting Rights  Five verses version 
Tune: “Battle Hymn of the Republic” Lyrics by Vicki Ryder, Marguerite Coyle, Rebecca Alwin

 
We’re the Raging Grannies and it’s turning our hair gray
These legislative plots to take our voting rights away
Our mothers fought to vote and now we fight again today!
Not one step back! No way!

CHORUS:    Voting's how we make our choices, Voting's how they hear our voices
 " " We want a true democracy with voting rights for all!  

They want to take us back in time when owners ruled the land
When women, blacks, and poor folks from the voting booths were banned
But this is our democracy and this is our demand:
Not one step back! No way!

CHORUS

They don't like early voting, but that is the only way
For some folks// to have a chance to vote and have their say
Manipulating voting's how they take our power away
 Not one step back! No way!

CHORUS
"
These laws are hard for students in this vote suppression game
Don't you dare change districts or your voting rights are maimed
Married or divorced, don't lose the papers that changed your name
Not one step back! No way!

CHORUS
 
We’ve got to get together, young, old, brown and black and white,
The unemployed and union folks, and work with all our might,
To show these power brokers that we’ll fight to use our rights.
Not one step back! No way!

CHORUS

122 –five verse version
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How Much Will Those Legislators Cost Me? 
Tune: How Much is that Doggie in the Window? 

Lyrics: Shelia Plotkin 

1st CHORUS: How much will those legislators cost me? 

   The ones with the extended hands 

   Putting cash in their coffers works like magic 

   When I pay them, they meet my demands. 

I am Big Ag, I need a lot of water 
But the locals don’t like dried up lakes 
So I did what some say I shouldn’t oughta 
‘Cuz I know what lawmaking takes 

2nd CHORUS:  How much did those legislators cost me? 

   Their laws say I don’t have to tell 
   But, watch as your lake becomes a mud hole 

   And you need to drill a new well. 

I'll plunder your water.  You can’t stop me. 
The GOP’s mine for a buck. 
Thanks to all of my legislative minions, 
I’ve got water, and you’ve got the muck. 

 3rd CHORUS: How much have those legislators cost me? 

   I’m still paying out on the sly 
   I will do just fine til you replace them 
   With those whom my money can’t buy.
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How Much? G-Tac 

Tune: How Much is that Doggie in the Window?Lyrics: Sheila Plotkin 

 CHORUS: How much will those legislators cost me? 

  The ones with the extended hands 

  Putting cash in their coffers works like magic 

  When I pay them, they meet my demands 

I am G-Tac, destroyer of Penokee 

Noisy locals just got in my way 

I needed some legal hokey-pokey 

Of course, I was willing to pay 

Pesky hearings made me quite apprehensive 

So I packed them with supporters I bought 

Public outrage became much more extensive 

But I never gave that a thought. 

CHORUS 

I'll plunder your land and take my millions 

Leaving ruin and wreckage for you 

Thanks to all of my legislative minions 

Without them, don’t know what I’d do. 
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How Much? --Big Ag 

Tune: How Much is that Doggie in the Window? 

Lyrics: Shelia Plotkin 

1st CHORUS: How much will those legislators cost me? 

   The ones with the extended hands 

   Putting cash in their coffers works like magic 

   When I pay them, they meet my demands. 
I am Big Ag, I need a lot of water 
But the locals don’t like dried up lakes 
So I did what some say I shouldn’t oughta 
‘Cuz I know what lawmaking takes 

2nd CHORUS:  How much did those legislators cost me? 

   Their laws say I don’t have to tell 
   But, watch as your lake becomes a mud hole 

   And you need to drill a new well. 
I'll plunder your water.  You can’t stop me. 
The GOP’s mine for a buck. 
Thanks to all of my legislative minions, 
I’ve got water, and you’ve got the muck. 

 3rd CHORUS: How much have those legislators cost me? 

   I’m still paying out on the sly 
   I will do just fine til you replace them 
   With those whom my money can’t buy.
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No Open-Pit Mine Medley
Tunes: Amen, Rock-a My Soul, Swing Low
Lyrics by Andrea Musher, Raging Grannies of Madison, WI 

1.Tune: Amen  Di-ig in, di-ig in  Dig in our heels to heal the earth!

2.Tune: Amen  No open-pit mine, no open pit mine,  No open-pit mine on Lake Superior!

[spoken solo]: Gogebic’s gotta go!

3. Tune: ‘Amen’  No G-TAC mine, no G-TAC mine, No open-pit mine on Lake Superior!

  [spoken solo]: Have you seen their plans??!!??

4. Tune: Rock-a My Soul 
So wide, we can’t get over it // So deep, Dynamite’s gotta hurt. So long to their paltry 
jobs and lies; We’ll defe-end the earth!

[spoken together]: And the rice and water, and the rice and the water, and the rice…

5. Tune: CHORUS of Swing Low, Sweet Chariot
 Dig in, we’ll dig in our heels / Because we are defending the earth; Dig in, we’ll dig in 
our heels / Because we are defending the earth!

6. Tune: VERSE of Swing Low - I looked over Jordan and what did I see?
We know that we’re wed / to the earth // In sickness and in health;
And without / clean water and good soil // What’s the use of all of their wealth?

7. Tune: Rock-a My Soul   
So long, they’ve been plundering // So long, they’ve been 
blundering; Now the / people are thundering // We’re defending the earth!

8. Repeat Stanza 2 in unison with audience

9. Audience continues singing Stanza 2; subset of Grannies sing Stanza 7

10. Audience continues singing Stanza 2; same subset sings Stanza 4

11. All Grannies and audience sing Stanza 2 one more time in unison
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My Country Has Been Sold
Tune: My Country Tis of Thee, Revised Lyrics: Sheila Plotkin, original lyrics: Nancy 
Goedert

My country has been sold
To those with corporate gold
It’s. Them. I. Fear
With our elections stacked
Our civil rights attacked
And corporate-written laws a fact
Their path is clear

They balk at climate rules
While pushing fossil fuels
That. Rape. Our. Land
They miss the Gilded Age
With workers in a cage
Inciting, then ignoring rage
Let us take a stand.

Our freedom needs us all
Answer its desperate call
Get. Out. And. Vote
Tell them that we’re awake
We know just what’s at stake
We ma-ay bend, but we won’t break
Oligarchs, take note.

My country has been sold
To those with corporate gold
They. Deal. In. Lies.
I’ll vote for those who’ll fight
To save our sacred rights
Democracy’s our guiding light
We won’t let it die.
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A Blue Jeans Revolution
Tune: Yellow Rose of Texas,  Lyrics: Sheila Plotkin

I was talking to my neighbor
As we worked in our yards
Blue jeans smeared with Mother Earth/
We each let down our guard
She’s red, she votes Republican,
I’m blue, a Democrat,
We talked, and soon discovered 
There’s more to us than that.

We want our kids in public schools/ 
We want a living wage
Fair taxes and good health care
Security as we age
A government that acts for all
Not just the richest few
A government that’s painted/ 
A united purple hue

We have no oil wells in our town
We surely aren’t Wall Street/
We can’t buy politicians 
Who will grovel at our feet
If you’ve seen enough corruption
If you think it’s all gone wrong
Put on your jeans and join us/
United, sure, and strong.

Think blue jeans revolution
To get us what we need/
To reclaim our dear country
From crookedness and greed
While working in our gardens
We planted something new/
A blue jeans revolution
And we bring its seeds to you.
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CLIMATE CHANGE 
Tune “Baby Face” 
Lyrics by Marjorie Matthews (Madison,WI, Raging Grannies)

Climate Change, We’ve got to slow the rate of climate change
The situation’s one of urgency/ emergency
/With short-sighted thinking/ We’ll see all coastlines sinking

Climate Change, Good science tells us about climate change
We need to cut down use of fossil fuels, Set up new rules
/Fracking gas and oil/ will make the planet boil

  Climate Change, 
  Our kids and grandkids need a healthy place to live
  Sustainability requires you and me
  To take drastic action now
To slow down climate change
The planet cannot wait for us to change
Depend on energy from wind and sun, it must be done
/To outrun disaster/ we must act fast and faster

  Climate Change, 
  Our kids and grandkids need a healthy place to live.
  Sustainability requires you and me
  To take drastic action now.
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When Will We Ever Learn?
Tune: Where Have All the Flowers Gone
Lyrics by Kathy Miner, Raging Grannies of Madison WI

That God had a plan, I do not doubt.
But what if His plan was, that we could do better?
(from “Watching a Documentary about Polar Bears Trying to Survive on the Melting Ice Floes”, by Mary Oliver)

(1) Where have all the scientists gone / (2) Earth is cha-anging;
(1) Where have all the scientists gone / (2) Warming too fa-ast;
(1) Where have all the scientists gone / (all) Cut their jo-obs, every one,
When will we ever learn?  When will we ever learn?

(1) Where have all the shorelines gone / (2) Earth is cha-anging;
(1) Where have all the shorelines gone / (2) Warming too fa-ast;
(1) Where have all the shorelines gone / (all) Oceans rising, every one,
When will we ever learn?  When will we ever learn?

(1) Where have all the polar bears gone / (2) Earth is cha-anging;
(1) Where have all the songbirds gone / (2) Warming too fa-ast;
(1) Where have all the butterflies gone / (all) Lost their habitat, one by one,
When will we ever learn?  When will we ever learn?

(1) Where will all the people go / (2) Earth is cha-anging;
(1) Where will all the people go / (2) Warming too fa-ast;
(1) Where will all the people go / (all) Climate change is here you know!
When will we ever learn?  When will we ever learn?

[slowly] Where have all the scientists gone …
They tried to warn us, every one …
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Two for Public Schools 
1st Tune: Let Me Call You Sweetheart 129A,  2nd Tune The Caissons Go Rolling 
Along 129B
Lyrics by Andrea Musher

Keep the public invested
In our public schools
Tell the privatizers
We are not their fools

Keep learning’s love-light shining
For all of us
Don’t throw our public system
Under the old school bus
(usually sung twice)

(Switch tunes)

Public schools, public schools
We support our public schools
And we won’t let the privateers rule.

Give a cheer--Keep schools here
Show our teachers that we care
Praise their efforts to keep us aware

 For it’s hi hi hee ‘midst the Right’s artillery
 Testing// not learning’s what we see

School vouchers rob us, and lay waste the public trust
 Our taxes are for public schools

The Grannies support public schools!

129A & 129B

January 27, 2016

January 27, 2016
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To Be Sheltered 
Tune “Simple Gifts” 

Lyrics by Sheila Plotkin 

CHORUS: ‘Tis a right to be sheltered 
   To be out of the rain 
   To have food and warmth and safety once again. 
      In Madison (Wisconsin) there must be room to make thi-is right/ 
      To bring our homeless out of the night 

When folks have fallen off the rails, 
They need so much more tha-an handcuffs and jails. 
A roof/ food/ and du-ue respect 
Isn’t this what we ourselves expect? 

CHORUS 

We need to stem this rising tide, 
And tell those in power to put punishment aside. 
A bench/ grate/ or fli-ight of stairs/ 
These cannot be homes in a city (state) that cares. 
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Forward Together! 
By Mary Ray Worley for the Solidarity Sing-Along, Raging Grannies also have permission 

CHORUS: Forward together! Forward together! 
  Forward together! Not one step back! 
  Forward together! Forward together! 
  Forward together! Not one step back! 

Those who went before us  
Fought and died for our civil rights 
We’re not gonna let ‘em go  
Not without a fight!  So! Chorus 

Those who went before us  
Thought education was a human right 
We’re not gonna let it go  
Not without a fight!  So! Chorus 

Those who went before us  
Thought health care was a human right 
We’re not gonna let it go  
Not without a fight!  So! Chorus 

Those who went before us  
Thought clean water was a human right 
We’re not gonna let it go  
Not without a fight! So! Chorus 

Those who went before us  
Thought choice was a woman’s right 
We’re not gonna let it go  
Not without a fight!  So! Chorus 

Those who went before us  
Thought voting was a civil right 
We’re not gonna let it go  
Not without a fight!  So! Chorus 
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Grannies Stand for Peace & Justice
Tune: Glow Worm
Lyrics: Deborah Lofgren, inspired by Raging Grannies of Milwaukee

We are the raging, raging, grannies
 We don't hide in nooks and crannies.

We stand up for peace and justice
 Even when the po-lice bust us.

Join with the raging, raging grannies
 Time to get up off your fannies

The world needs folks to take a stand
 And that's why we are grans!
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Grannies' Lullaby
Tune:  Hobo's Lullaby by Goebel Reeves, sung by Woody Guthrie and many others
Lyrics: Kathy Miner, Raging Grannies of Madison.
Inspired by ‘August’s Lullaby’, Solidarity Sing-Along at Madison, WI, Capitol

1. Go to sleep now, precious baby,
    Rest your head and don't you cry --
    There is work to do in this world;
    You will join us by and by.

2. Yours and future generations
    Will inherit what we do;
    So we give our solemn promise
    Of a better world for you.

3. You need peace and you need justice,
    Health care and a chance to learn;
    Breathable air and fresh pure water,
    Love that endures as seasons turn.

4. We'll be singing truth to power,
    Changing things as best we can;
    You can trust your dear old Grannies --
    We are here to take a stand!

5. This old world, it has some troubles
     But they aren't here to stay --
     We'll vote the scoundrels out of office
     And enjoy a brighter day!

6. So go to sleep now, precious baby,
    Then later, give our songs a try;
    In your dreams you'll hear us humming --
    That's our Granny lullaby!                        (End by humming the last two lines)
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Thanks, Susan B. Anthony
Lyrics: Peggy Dempsey (Rochester, NY)   Tweaks by Raging Grannies of Madison, WI
Tune: "When Johnny Comes Marching Home"

There ! was! a ! time ! not ! long! ago,! it’s ! sad! but ! true
Women! were ! kept ! from ! voting ! booths,! their ! rights! were ! few   
Women! were ! governed ! by ! men! in ! their ! lives !
Gave up their ! property ! to ! become ! wives
Until ! some! stood ! up ! ‘cause ! change! was ! overdue!! !

In ! eighteen ! hundred ! and ! seventy-two,! Hooray!! Hooray!
Susan ! B.! knew ! what! to ! do,! Hooray!! Hooray!! ! ! !
She ! marched! down !Main Street in ! Rochester
Marked! a ! ballot ! and ! caused! a ! stir ! !
And ! we ! all! thank ! Susan! for ! being so ! brave ! that ! day ! !

The ! struggle ! went! on ! for ! many! a ! year ! for ! me! and ! you.
Women! had ! to ! persevere ! but ! they! came ! through!! ! !
Lucretia !Mott ! ! !Matilda ! Gage ! !
Elizabeth ! Stanton,! how ! they! did ! rage!
And ! we ! all! thank ! them! for ! working! for !me ! and ! you ! !

But ! what! have ! we ! done ! with ! the ! rights! they ! won ! for ! me! and ! you?
Do ! we ! vote? ! Hold ! office? !Make! them ! proud? ! Do ! you? ! ! And ! you?
Do ! we ! stand! up ! stro-ong ! and ! speak! our !minds
The ! way!Ms.! Anthony ! was! inclined ! !
When ! she ! cast! her ! vote! ‘cause ! change! was ! overdue ! !

It’s ! many! a ! year ! that ! Susan ! B’s ! been ! dead! and ! gone,
But ! all! of ! us ! who ! treasure ! justice ! must! fight ! on,
For ! the ! sake! of ! all ! who ! are ! under-served
‘Cause ! freedom’s! a ! right ! that ! we ! all! deserve ! !
So ! we’ll ! work! and ! rage,! and ! pass! her ! torch ! along!
Yes,! we’ll ! work! and ! sing,! and ! pass! her ! torch ! along!
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The More We Get Together 
           Lyrics by Carol Tyler, Susan & Alan Bickley, Nicole Bresnick & the 
           Teen Pride Art 2017 LGBTQ teens

The more we get together, together, together
The more we get together, the happier we’ll be 
                  (Group 1) ‘Cause I’m gay      (Group 2) and I’m straight 
                  (Group 1) and I’m bi              (Group 2) transgender 
The more we get together the happier we’ll be 

The more we show our respect, our respect, our respect 
The more that we can connect, the happier we’ll be 
                  (Group 1) ‘Cause I’m gay    (Group 2) and I’m straight 
                  (Group 1) and I’m bi            (Group 2) transgender 
The more we get together the happier we’ll be 

What’s my preferred pronoun - please listen, here’s the lowdown 
So what is in a pronoun - there’s much to be learned
                  (Group 1) I’m Susan - I’m he his 
                  (Group 2) I’m Alex I’m she hers 
And this is who we are and how we want to be known 

We’re gender nonconforming / non binary / fluid
I like to dress in rainbows, and she wears a tux 
                  (Group 1) ‘Cause I’m gay    (Group 2) and I’m straight 
                  (Group 1) and I’m bi            (Group 2) transgender
And all of us together are many shades of blue 

It’s time to show we’re loving, we’re caring, respecting 
‘Cause we all need accepting, and we must stand tall 
For those who are out and for those who are struggling 
Let’s open our arms widely embracing us all 
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Come to Me, Refugee 
Tune: Brahms’ Lullaby 
Lyrics by Vicki Ryder 

Bombs rain down, in your town,  
Cries of terror and dread,  
Restless sleep, mothers weep,  
Circling drones fly overhead. 

Come to me, refugee, 
I lift my lamp high. 
By my light in the night  
You’ll be safe by and by / 

Flee you must! Those you trust  
Trudge for days, months, and hours,  
Moving on, through the dawn,  
Child of war and child of ours. 

Come to me, refugee, 
May you know peace at last;  
By my light in the night  
May your terror be past / 

Here we stand, with helping hands,  
Reaching out to war’s victims;  
Pledging now, a solemn vow, 
That we’ll welcome you in. 

Come to me, refugee, 
You, the tired, the poor. 
By my light in the night  
Welcome now to our shore. 
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Homelessness- Tune & Lyrics by Lou and Peter Berryman 2005 

1. I never dreamed I’d ever be without a home to comfort me 

‘til a friend of mine this very spring, lost his whole house and everything 

 So now I know that life is strange, that all is luck, and luck can change

       And don’t forget it’s sad but true, the next time around it could be you 

One runaway truck, one slip in the muck, one stretch of bad luck/ Homeless  

One family feud, one litigious old prude, one long bad mood/ Homeless  

One toaster too hot, one investment that’s not, one tiny blood clot/ Homeless 
One decision on gin, one pay check too thin, one dumb night of sin/ Homeless  

2.   My poor old pal is on the street. It’s extra sad ‘cause he’s so sweet 

 But even if he were a creep, the lug should have a place to sleep 

      So anyway it’s really true, next time around it could be you 

      And when you say how can that be, it could be worse, it could be me! 

One letter too strong, one adventure gone wrong, one sick leave too long/ Homeless  

One knock on the door, one slippery floor, one nuclear war/ Homeless  

One slip of the pen, one downsizing trend, one backstabbing friend/ Homeless 
One identity thief, one flaky belief, one slice of bad beef/ Homeless  

3. Once I did agree with you that fiscal plans make dreams come true 

    Now I know that that was nuts, that fate is king and fate’s a putz 

    For now I’d say that you’d be smart to squirrel away a shopping cart 

    And if they ever change your locks... 

    Mi cardboard box, su cardboard box, My cardboard box your cardboard box 
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Glaciers Are Melting
Tune: Ash Grove (melody change indicated by italics)
Lyrics: Rima Segal, Toronto Raging Grannies

The glaciers a-are melting, the seas the-ey a-are rising
and people a-are sweltering, as temp'ratures soar.
The land is disappearing as oceans are encroaching
the people are fleeing away from the shore.

In Congress they bicker, too stubborn to dicker
while Earth's getting sicker, they don't do a thing.
The problem is wide ranging, the clima-ate is changing
and it is endang'ring our lives as we sing.

We must be aware that unless we take care that 
our planet so fair could become a dead stone.
The polar bears are dying, some people are crying
 we must stop denying, climate's alt'ring our home.

Ignore nay-sayers blather, let's work hard together
 to stabilize the weather and tamp warming down.
Without any derision, let's make the decision
 to curb our emissions, before cities drown.

If we don't pay heed, our children will need 
to pay for our greed, their lives hot and mean.
I hear we've only twenty years left to-o change plenty
or else not so gently we'll fade from the scene.

Oh, yes, not so gently, we'll fade from the scene.
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Hideaway that Fear
Tune: Hernando's Hideaway, suggested by Kathy Miner
Lyrics: Rebecca Alwin & Marjorie Matthews

Our fear so often makes us weak
Yet strength from love is what we seek
ISIL wants war/on fear they thrive
Their lust for war we must deprive   Ole! 

About defense, we're not naïve
We've watched what wars cannot achieve
They don't bring peace, prosperity
For that you need diplomacy   Ole!

Higher voices  So don't be fearful, no, don't ever, ever be deceived
Lower voices   There is not one good thing war ever has achieved
Higher voices  It won't allow a pop-u-la-tion to exist in peace
Lower voices   Where neighbors live & love & thrive & work & play
Higher voices  There's only suff'ring pain and trauma ev'ry night & day
Lower voices   When mere survival is the goal for everyone
All       It's an awful life,
All       Full of fear and strife,
All       Let's end all wa-ar!

Don't choose to fear, show courage please
And help the desperate refugees
They've lost so much, they've had to flee
Do not scorn their humanity   Ole!

We cannot bomb our way to peace
'Cause killing makes more enemies
Make peace not war to show we're great
Disarm fanatic fear and hate!  Ole!
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Breathing
Tune: Bicycle Built for Two
Lyrics:  Sheila Plotkin, Raging Grannies of Madison

CHORUS: Driving, walking
  Breathing while being black
  These can be crimes now,
  And you could be shot in the back/

Some cops have become invaders
Instead of peace persuaders
And, now some will
Shoot to kill
If you’re breathing while being black
CHORUS

We wondered where this was going
But daily reports are showing
That what we fear
Is already here
If you’re breathing while being black
CHORUS

Mindless killing is not peacekeeping
And we’re so tired of weeping
This murder by cop
Simply must stop/
Breathing’s legal while being black
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Prisons Are Growing
Tune: Bells For Me and My Gal 
Lyrics: by Carol Tyler

Prisons are growing - all over our state
Even small infractions - can seal your fate

    Let’s find a way to reform it - redefine and re-norm it
    If we just ignore it-  it will just escalate

Black men imprisoned - at staggering rates
We hold the record - in all 50 states

And you know  - we can educate and we can treat
Help with job placement, too
There’s so much more we can do

We are not helpless - there are things that work well
Alternative programs - instead of a cell

    Let’s find a way to reform it - redefine and re-norm it
    ‘Cause if we just ignore it-  it will soon be too late

If we worked harder - perhaps just a TAD
The situation - would not be this bad

And you know  - it takes wisdom to make a dent
End mass imprisonment
Take action there's much we can do
Take action there's much we can do
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I’ve Been Working for a Living  
Tune: I’ve Been Working on the Railroad, Lyrics: Carol Tyler 
  
I’ve been working for a living  
All the livelong day 
I’ve been working for a living  
But I don’t get equal pay  

Something’s broken in a system  
That pays men more than me  
Can’t you hear the future calling  
End hy-poc-ri-sy  

Chorus:  
People, do you know 
That men make lots more dough  
It’s time to blow our h -o -r -n (slide whistle or kazoo)  
        Mothers, would you guess  
        That you make even less  
        Time to show our scorn  
Something is the matter with employers  
Happy to pay us L. E. S. S. 
Something is the matter with the mind set  
That made this unjust mess  

The gender pay gap is pervasive  
It’s enough to cause us tears 
At the rate that it is closing 
It will take 100 years  

It’s found in every occupation  
And every single state 
Find a way that you can protest  
Women cannot wait.  
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America, the Turbulent 
Tune: America, the Beautiful 
Lyrics by Sheila Plotkin, Raging Grannies of Madison 

Divided now, by choices made 

With fear left in their wake. 

How do we mend this fracturing? 

Our common good’s at stake. 

CHORUS: 
America, America  
Don’t let injustice win 
Unite, and fight  
for human rights,  
Together, let’s begin/ 

Our cities and our countryside 

Have lost the common thread.  

We demonize each other now 

And tough times are ahead  

CHORUS 

We thought we knew our character 

Our fundamental good 

But bigotry is blossoming 

Have we misunderstood? 

CHORUS 

Regardless of the way we pray, 

The land from which we’ve come, 

Our color or the love we choose, 

America’s our home 

CHORUS 
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Let Peace Unfold 
Tune: El Condor Pasa, South American folk tune used by Simon & Garfunkel  
Lyrics by Sheila Plotkin 

 
 
1. We're here to celebrate the human race 
    Near and far, yes we are 
    We surely are   Oo-Oo 
 
2. We see the beauty in each human face 
    It's understood, we see the good 
    The basic good  Oo-Oo 
 
CHORUS: Today, all faiths must lead the way-ay-ay  
                  To a world where we are one 
                  With those whose faith is not our own 
                  Who share this home of earth and sun 
                  Of earth and sun Oo-Oo, Oo-Oo 
 
3. Let's join our hands with others everywhere  
    In a bond, a bond of trust 
    We surely must   Oo-Oo 
 
4. Reach out with warmth that drives away all fear  
    Let's be bold, let peace unfold 
    Let peace unfold   Oo-Oo 
 
CHORUS 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PEACE, & Unity 
Lyrics revised by Marjorie Matthews 

Tune: Old English Folk Song--Rose, Rose, Rose 

Peace, peace, peace, peace 

Wars must end and wars must cease 

We must learn to live together  

Peace, peace, peace. 

 (guitar chords) 

Peace, peace, peace, peace 

Discrimination and hate must cease 

We must learn to live together  

Peace, peace, peace. 

 (guitar chords) 

Peace, peace, peace, peace 

Words and deeds of violence must cease 

We must learn to live together  

Peace, peace, peace. 

 (guitar chords) 

Peace, peace, peace, peace 

Walls that separate must cease 

We must learn to live together  

Peace, peace, peace. 

 (guitar chords) 

Peace, peace, peace, peace 

Love for neighbor must increase 

Sharing acts of kindness together/ 

Peace, peace, peace.   
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Clean Energy/No Pipeline ROUNDS 
Tune:  Frere Jacques, Lyrics: Kathy Miner 

No more pipelines, no more pipelines, 
The people say!  The people say! 
Power from renewables, power from renewables, 
That's the way!  That's the way! 

No more pipelines, no more pipelines, 
On Native land!   On ANYONE’S land! 
Honor and protect the earth, honor and protect the earth, 
Take a stand!  Take a stand! 

No more pipelines, no more pipelines,  (Do two rounds) 
The people say!  The people say! 
Power from renewables, power from renewables, 
That's the way!  That's the way! 

_______________________________________________________________ 

Also Tune: Frere Jacques, Lyrics: Rebecca Alwin 

Divest from fossil fuel, Divest from fossil fuel 
The students say, The people say! 
Invest in cleaner energy, Invest in cleaner energy 
That's the way, That's the way! 
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The People or the Pipeline 
Tune: Which Side Are You On? 
Lyrics © by Vicki Ryder, revisions by Rebecca Alwin 

CHORUS: 
          The-- people or the pipeline? Which side are you on? 
 The people or the profiteers? Which side are you on? 
  
To sacred lands and burial grounds, the native people come, 
We’ll stand in solidarity until their fight is won. 
CHORUS 
  
They gather now at Standing Rock, tribes from all the land, 
To keep their water and their land from heartless corporate hands. 
CHORUS 
  
Dakota Access Pipeline, will bring more corporate shame, 
You bulldoze and you terrorize, all honor you defame. 
CHORUS 

You attack Protectors, they get thrown in jail, 
That brings more people to their aid until they do prevail. 
CHORUS  

Many hundred years ago you forced them from their home, 
Now they’re standing strong to say, this land you cannot own. 
CHORUS 
  
Water is a sacred trust, without it we’ll all die. 
We can’t allow that pipeline, beneath Dakota sky. 
CHORUS 
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Trump’s Blind Trust   Tune: Three Blind Mice     Lyrics by Sheila Plotkin, 
Raging Grannies of Madison 

Trump’s blind trust. Trump’s blind trust. 

It’s his sons.  His two grown sons. 

No word of his profits will ever be spoke. 

They promise to keep that old pig in its poke. 

Have we ever seen such a cynical joke 

As Trump’s blind trust? 

Trump’s blind trust. Trump’s blind trust. 

It’s his sons.  His two grown sons. 

Whenever investments go up a tick,  

They swear that he won’t know whose boots to lick. 

For him it’s a treat, for the country a trick, 

That’s Trump’s blind trust. 

Trump’s blind trust. Trump’s blind trust. 

It’s his sons.  His two grown sons. 

Conflicts of interest are waiting in line 

But he's not worried; he says it's all fine 

He relies on the blindness that's yours and mine/ 

We are Trump's blind trust. 
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Put your Finger in the Air
           Tune:  If You're Happy and You Know It
          Lyrics:  Paula Rochelle, modified by Madison Grannies

Put your finger in the air, in the air,
Put your finger in the air, in the air,
Put your finger in the air, be politically aware
Put your finger in the air, in the air

Put your finger on your nose, on your nose…Trump’s our Prez, that really 
blows

Put your finger on your hair, on your hair….Twist it hard but don’t despair

Put your finger on your cheek, on your cheek….We are the change we seek

Put your finger on your chin, on your chin….Refugees we welcome in

Put your finger on your boob, on your boob….Don’t believe lies on the tube

Put your finger on your brain, on your brain….Trump is driving  us insane

Put your finger on your wrist, on your wrist…We are old and we are pissed

Put your finger in the air in the air
Put your finger in the air in the air
Put your finger in the air, We’re together and we care
Put your finger in the air, in the air!
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Get on Board with Black Lives Matter
Tune: Old Dan Tucker
Lyrics: Carol Tyler

 It’s not easy being black 
 Always have to watch your back 
 Judged by color wherever you go 
 Why does justice come so slow?

Chorus:   Get on board with Black Lives Matter 
         Time for more than idle chatter
         Time for us to come together
         And get on board with Black Lives Matter

 Denounce mass in-  carceration
 Curb police    mil-i-tar-i-zation 
 Housing now and  education
 Start to balance the equation

Chorus 

Time for radical  transformation
Economic justice, repa-  rations
Community control and  political power
Come on people, this is the hour

Final Chorus: Get on board with Black Lives Matter
        Time for more than idle chatter
        Time for us to come together
        And get on board with Black Lives Matter

                     Time for ALL to come together
                     Grannies know that Black Lives Matter
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Lincoln’s Legacy    Tune: Hallelujah by Leonard Cohen   
Lyrics by Sheila Plotkin &  Aviva Gellman   

Hallelujah, Hallelujah 
Hallelujah, Hallelujah 

You know democracy will fail 
When leaders’ souls are up for sale 
When money rules, the wealthy make the choices  
We lose when we 
Ig- ↑ nore the ↑facts 
The harmful bills and thoughtless ↑acts 
Of this baffled king who ↑cannot hear our voices  
Lincoln said it - of the people 
By the people, For the people.


Our faith was strong  
On Election Day 
We trusted that 
We’d have our say  
The losing has left many of us lurching 
We elected one we ↑should have ↑beat 
Who be- ↑gan his rule with a boasting ↑ tweet 
The reason why? For ↑that, we are still searching  
Where is government of the people  
By the people, For the people?  

Maybe this will turn out well 
Or maybe we woke up in hell 
The Grannies will admit to being nervous  
We hoped he’d change 
And maybe ↑grow 
But ↑ what we heard not long a ↑go 
Was a ↑ lie and just a ↑token oath to serve us  
Stand for government of the people 
By the people, For the people.  

Hallelujah, Lincoln knew it  
We forgot him, and we blew it  
Lincoln said it, Hallelujah  
Don’t forget it, Hallelujah 
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Blame It on the First Amendment 
tune: Blame It On The Bossa Nova by Weil and Mann   Lyrics: Carol Tyler 

Well, I have the right    to express my view
And the great thing is   the same is true for you
I can burn the flag    and burn my bra, too
And you can protest everything I do

Blame it on the First Amendment - with its many rights
Blame it on the First Amendment - keep it in your sights
Oh, it all began with just James Madison
And finally he got nine states to sign on
Now we have the First Amendment - And speech is really free!

(Large group)        Can we gag the press?
    (Small group)     No, no, the First Amendment
(Large group)                                   Restrict religious views?
    (Small group)    No, no, the First Amendment
(Large group)                                  Can I speak my mind?
   (Small group)    Yes, yes, the First Amendment
(All)                      It really rocks!

Now I’m sad to say - 
Mr. Trump can’t see - why the press can say he’s a travesty
He would like to say - criticism’s wrong (of him)
But speech is free and we will sing our song  (Sing along!)

 Chorus  - Blame it on the . . .

(Large group)       Can we gag the press?
   (Small group)    No, no, the First Amendment
(Large group)                                 Stop assemblies
   (Small group)   No, no, the First Amendment
(Large group)                                Can we sing our songs?
   (Small group)   Yes, yes, the First Amendment
(All)                    ’Cause expression’s free!
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Gerrymandering         G+2 
Tune:  Clementine   Lyrics: Joy A. E. Morgen   
          

1.Gerrymander, lines meander  
 Skewing pow-er in our state. 

Shaping districts, changing numbers,  
Tipping le-gislative fate. 

2. Gerrymander, it’s a slander 

  When you want a valid vote. 
Controlling party rigs the districts 
Then they cross their arms and gloat. 

3. Gerrymander, raise your dander  
  When you want your vote to count.  
     Sign petitions, raise your voices 

     ’Tis a problem to surmount. 

4.  Gerrymander, let’s not pander  
   To democracy’s decay. 

A commission, independent,  
Can these voting woes allay. 

5.   Population distribution, 
Chunky districts make more sense.  
End all unfair gerrymand’ring.  
No more party impudence. 
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Down at the Polling Place 
Tune:  Down by the Riverside 

Lyrics: Kathy Miner, Raging Grannies of Madison WI 

Gonna go down and cast my vote (clap clap) 
Down at the polling place (clap clap), down at the polling place (clap clap) 
Down at the polling place 
Gonna go down and cast my vote (clap clap) 
Down at the polling place, ain’t gonna suffer fools no more! 

I ain’t gonna suffer fools no more 
I’m gonna settle up the score 
I’ll vote for peace instead of wa-a-ar -- 
I ain’t gonna suffer fools no more 
The people’s will you can’t ignore 
I’ll vote for peace instead of war! 

Gonna go down and cast my vote (clap clap) 
Down at the polling place (clap clap), down at the polling place (clap clap) 
Down at the polling place 
Gonna go down and cast my vote (clap clap) 
Down at the polling place, ain’t gonna suffer fools no more! 

I ain’t gonna suffer fools no more 
The law’s for rich as well as poor 
Clean government we will resto-o-ore – 
I ain’t gonna suffer fools no more 
I’ll raise my voice, now hear me roar   (next line louder) 
Clean government we will restore! 

Gonna go down and cast my vote (clap clap) 
Down at the polling place (clap clap), down at the polling place (clap clap) 
Down at the polling place 
Gonna go down and cast my vote (clap clap) 
Down at the polling place, ain’t gonna suffer fools no more! 
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